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jforetoorb
^P^HIS book is published with the
LJjy intent of catching a glimpse of
the ever-moving Rollins in
order to call to mind what our mem-
ories may lose.
-3 3
(Jotnohan
Cfjadesi Uttooob Campbell
Bean of the Unotoles iUlemortal Chapel
Me, the Mentor Class anb tfje ^omofean g>taff of
tolling College, bcbicate this boon, insomuch
as toe belicbe that he lightens the barfeness of
tohich &enrp Slarb JScecfjer tfjougfjt tohen he
torote: "QTfjt clearest toinboto eber fashtoncb, if
it is barreb bp sptber's toebs, anb hung ober totth
carcasses of beab insects, so that the sunlight
cannot finb its toap through, is of little use. = = =
Jloto the church is (gob's toinboto, anb if it is
so obscureb bp errors that its light becomes
bareness, hoto great is that barfeness?"
-3 3
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•president Hamilton $olt
0 HUMAN being can hope to go through life and amount to any-
thing without discipline. He who expects to have license to do
exactly what he wants, when and where he wants, is due to have
some severe jolts. Discipline may be imposed by Nature, by society, or
by ourselves.
As infants, each one of us are under one hundred per cent outside dis-
cipline, but as we grow older this imposed discipline is gradually relaxed,
until as mature men and women we approach but never quite reach one
hundred per cent self-discipline. The average person seems to be ready
for self-discipline at about twenty-one. The United States constitution
fixes this age as the date when we can exercise the responsible right of
suffrage and when we ought to be able to support ourselves and determine
our own affairs.
Discipline imposed from without is more irksome than discipline im-
posed from within. Discipline from within seems to be impossible unless
we have first learned dscipline from without. Accordingly as we go through
life we are disciplined by external regulations as long as we hold sub-
ordinate positions. Only in our leisure and when we reach the top of our
profession do we achieve any large degree of self-discipline.
At Rollins the students are supposed to be under external discipline in
the Lower Division. They are supposed not to be admitted into the Upper
Division unless they can discipline themselves both in work and in leisure.
Otherwise the liberty that they are accorded in the Upper Division will
turn into license. Liberty, leisure, and even happiness come not as rights.
They are blessings that must be earned. Money gives leisure but it has
to be earned by the individual or some parent or donor who has bequeathed
it after himself earning it.
Life implies movement; movement implies change; change implies
choice; choice implies values; values imply morality; morality implies
discipline.
Does all this have any significance for Rollins in the year 1932-33 and
the years to come ?

Beans!
ANDKRSON ENYART BINGHAM CAMPBELL
Bean &nberscm
Dean Winslow Samuel Anderson was first connected with Rollins in 1921 as professor
of chemistry. In 1928, he again held the position of professor, and served as Dean of
Men and Acting Dean. He has been Dean of the College since 1929.
Dean Anderson received his B.S. and M.S. in Chemistry at Bates College; taught
chemistry at Bates College, University of Minnesota, and North Carolina State College.
He has been a consulting chemist, and has written articles both on chemistry and on
national fraternities.
Bean Cnpart
Dean Arthur Delano Enyart was Dean of the College from 1911 to 1917, when he was
called to do personnel work in France. He returned to Rollins in 1930 as professor of
business economics, and has been Dean of Men since 1931.
Dean Enyart received his A.B. and A.M. degrees in Social Science from Ohio Wes-
leyan University and S.T.B. and Litt.D. degrees from Boston University. From 1919-
1929, he was Dean of Business Administration Department of Burdett.
Bean Jtanfjam
Dean Vivian Savacool Bingham has been Dean of Women since 1929. During the
year 1928-29 she was resident head of Lakeside dormitory.
Dean Bingham received her A.B. degree from Smith College.
Bean Campbell
Dean Charles Atwood Campbell has been professor of Biblical Literature and in-
structor in Entomology at Rollins since 1926, and Dean of Knowles Memorial Chapel
since 1931.
Dean Campbell received his B.S. at Kansas State Agricultural College; he did post-
graduate work in Philosophy and Greek at Emporia College; and received his B.D. degree
at Auburn Theological Seminary. He is the author of many articles on ethical, religious,
and scientific subjects.
ftfje Jfacultp
HE mere word faculty in its ordinary sense
hardly does justice to the status of the Rollins
teaching staff. Each member teaches more as
a parent or an older brother or sister might teach, act-
ing as guide, friend, and helpful protector at one time.
The professors, the house chaperones, and the admin-
istration staff literally make Rollins an intellectual,
social, and domestic home for every student.
A natural desire for learning, present in all students,
is satisfied and allowed to grow under the liberal educa-
tion program of the New Plan. The faculty in carry-
ing out this program does not attempt to push the
students into any particular mold, but rather helps
them find where they will fit best, then does all in its
power to assist each student to fit into his chosen niche
in a way that will be harmonious to his fellowmen.
Bailey, Thomas Pearce
Professor of Philosophy, Psychology
and Ethology, and consulting Psy-
chologist
Bingham, Sylvester Hinckley
Assistant Professor of English
Beard, William Spencer
Assistant to the President and
Assistant to the Dean of Knowles
Memorial Chapel
Evans, Robert Kerr
Assistant Director in Physical
Education and Athletics for Men
Feuerstein, Richard
Professor of Modern Languages
Ganiere, George Etienne
Instructor in Plastic Art
Glass, James Madison
Professor of Secondary Education
Grover, Edwin Osgood
Professor of Books
Harris, Herman Fermain
Professor of English
France, Royal Wilbur
Professor of Economics
Georgia, Frederick Raymond
Professor of Chemistry
Grand, Eugenie Marie Yvonne
Instructor in French
Hanna, Alfred Jackson
Associate Professor of History
Hayward, Richard
Instructor in French
Lamb, Antonia Gonzalez
Assistant Professor of Spanish
Lounsbury, Ralph Reed
Professor of Government and
Political Science
Martin, John
Conference Leader and Consultant
on International Relations
McKean, Hugh Ferguson
Instructor in Art
Packham, Audrey Lillian
Assistant Professor of Education
Peeples, Fleetwood
Director of Aquatic Sports
Robie, Virginia
Assistant Professor of Art
\
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Lewter, Dorothy Hartridge
Assistant to Professor Weinberg
Lynch, Dorothea Thomas
Assistant Professor of Dramatic
Art
McDowall, John Witherspoon
Director of Physical Education
Newman, Evelyn
Professor of English Literature
Pattee, Fred Lewis
Professor of American Literature
Pierce, Harry Raymond
Professor of Public Speaking
Roney, William Louis
Assistant Professor of Modern
Languages
Russell, Cyoyde Harlan
Assistant Instructor in Chemistry
Shor, Bernice Catherine
Assistant Professor of Biology
Sproul, Harold Chester
Assistant Professor of English
Thomas, James Bishop
Professor of Bible and
Comparative Literature
Uphof,JohannesCornelisTheodorus
Professor of Biology and Botany
i.
Weber, Marjorie Jefferson
Director of Physical Education
for Women
Wilkinson, Richard
Graduate Assistant of Psychology
Scollard, Jessie Belle Rittenhouse
Conference Leader and Consultant
in the Art of Poetry Writing
Smith, Rhea Marsh
Assistant Professor of History
Stiles, Charles Wardell
Professor of Zoology
Tory, Alan Percival
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Wattles, Willard Austin
Professor of English and Journalism
Weinberg, Edward Francis
Professor of Mathematics
Wunsch, William Robert
Instructor in English
Clemens, Harve
Director of the Conservatory and
Associate Professor of Theory and
Composition
Cox, Gretchen
Associate Professor of Violin
Honaas, Christopher
Instructor in Theory of Music
Moore, Helen
Associate Professor of Piano
Siewert, Herman Frederick
Clemens, Alice
Instructor in Piano
Dougherty, Bruce
Assistant Professor of Voice
McIntosh, William G.
Instructor in Brass Instruments
Fanelli, Olive Scott
Instructor in Dcnishawn Dancing
Assistant Professor of Organ
Enwright, Mrs. Georgia Elwell
Residence Head
Puyslcy Hall
Huffman, Mrs. Martha Cline
Residence Head
Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority
Mendsen, Mrs. Cornelia Cleaveland
Residence Head
Lakeside Hall
Sackett, Mrs. Edith Parsons
Residence Head
Phi Mu Sorority
Wilcox, Mrs. Marian Hoxie
Gage, Mrs. Dixie North
Residence Head
Mayflower Hall
Lester, Mrs. Nell Blalock
Residence Head
Cloverlea f Hall
Russell, Mrs. Belle King
Residence Head
Chi Omega Sorority
Sprague, Mrs. Helen Guernsey
Residence Head
Alpha Phi Sorority
Residence Head
Pi Beta Phi Sorority
©otttokan
Adolphs, Clara
Secretary to Dean Campbell
Bourne, Severin
Assistant to Publicity and Residence
Head of "X" Club
Burks, B. Auxford
College Physician
Cartwright, George Charles
Superintendent of Grounds and
Buildings
Cook, William Herbert
Verger of Chapel, and Residence
Head of Rollins Hall
Hill, Georgianna
Library Assistant
Lyle, Luella Vivian
Bartholemew, Gwendolyn
Secretary to Director of Publicity
Brown, Ervin Theodore
Treasurer and Business Manager i
the College
Cartwright, George Charles, Jr.
Assistant Superintendent of
Grounds, and Annie Russell Theat)
Stage Technician
Clark, Ralph Sherman
Director of Publicity
Haggerty, Anne Foster
Director of the Conunons
Lewis, Katherine
Alumni Secretary
Lyle, Chloe
Office of the Treasurer
Marshall, Mrs. Ruby W.
Secretary to the Treasurer
McQuaters, Mary E.
Stenographer, Dean's Office
Ritzi, Frances W.
Stenographer, Dean's Office
Sprague, Miriam Guernsey
Secretary to the Student Deans
Treat, Anna Bigelow
Assistant Registrar
Willard, Helen
Stenographer, Treasurer's Office
Yust, William Frederick
Librarian
Maxson, Verna
Head of Reference Department,
Library
Mutispaugh, Harold L.
Assistant in Treasurer's Office
Russell, Annie
Director of the Annie Russell
Theatre
Sterrett, Marie-Louise
General Assistant in Library
Ward, Frederic H.
Assistant Treasurer
Woods, Lida
Secretary to the President
Shapiro, Leon
Instructor in Violin
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QFfje #ratmating Class
HE class of 1933 began its education at Rollins College under the
newly established Concentration Plan. Its freshman year began with
a bang. The varsity football team won its first game after a disgrace-
fully long period of unmitigated defeats. Those were the days of real ratting
when paddles and soapy wash cloths were significant, and the freshmen
turned out full force when the order came for a pajama parade. What a
parade that was ! This same year the campus began to grow. Rollins Hall
was begun, another great chapter opened.
Pugsley and Mayflower Halls were erected during the sophomore year.
Those who dreamed of "the gem" that Rollins was to be, had the privilege
of watching it grow. One of the history-making events of the second year
was the Religious Conference. The eyes of the world were again focused
on Rollins while the Educational Conference, composed of famous educators,
met and formulated the New Plan out of the mass of suggestions given
them by different committees. During this year an anonymous gift of
five hundred thousand dollars was made to the Endowment Fund.
The New Plan was adopted in the fall of the junior year. The Rollins
dream was slowly emerging as the construction of the Annie Russell Theatre
and the Knowles Memorial Chapel was begun.
During the senior year the external world tried to shock everyone by
electing a Democrat for President and going off the gold standard, but
Rollins, ever-ready with an answer, responded to inflation by adopting the
Unit Cost Plan.
Ever since the freshman year the football team has grown better and
better, finally going through the season this year undefeated.
Although the class has lost a number of its members who started with
it, it has gained a few recruits along the way, until now it is the largest
class that has been graduated from Rollins. The four years can be looked
back upon as profitable, eventful, and happy for both the class and the
college.
CJoraohan
Horton, Philip Wright
336 Smith St., Peekskill, N. Y.
Major: Economics
Kappa Alpha
0. D. K. 3, 4; Vice-Pres. 4
Hiller, Harriet Boynton
Prince George Hotel, New York City
Transfer: Penn Hall
Major: Spanish
Pi Beta Phi
W. A. A. 3, 4
Spanish Club 2, 3, 4
Class Basketball 3, 4
Cruger, Edward James
859 Pawling St., Peekskill, N. Y.
Major: Economics
Kappa Alpha
O. D. K.: Pres. 3, 4
Society Committee 4
Class President 3, 4
Class Treasurer 1
"R" Club 2, 3, 4
Intramural Athletics Board 3
Vice-Pres. Class 4
Tennis Team 2, 3, 4
Debating Team 4
Odd Hockey Team 2, 3, 4
Odd Swimming Team 3
Oratorical Society 4
Rat Committee 4
Pi Kappa Delta 4
Pres. Interfraternity Council 4
Rollins Key Society 3, 4
0000
Class Treasurer 2, 3, 4
"R" Club 2, 3, 4
Football 1, 2, 3, 4
Rat Committee 2
©oxnokan
Aristakes, Yervant Avedis
41/199 Hajji Fathi Street
Baghdad, Iraq
Major: Biology
Pi Gamma Mu 4
Rollins Key Society 4
Assistant Biology Department 3, 4
Barnhill, Miriam Fittz
Dania, Florida
Major: English
Bellamy, Ruth Jeanne
1806 Park Lake Avenue
Orlando, Florida
Transfer : Barnard College
Major: English
Kappa Alpha Theta
Sandspur 2, 3, 4; News Editor 4
Chapel Student Committee 3, 4
French Club 2, 3
Cosmopolitan Club 2
Cosmopolitan Club 3
Tomokan Staff 4
Glee Club 2, 4
Choir 4
Canoe Championship 1, 2
French Club 2
Rho Kappa Sigma 3, 4
International Relations Club 1, 2, 3
Cosmopolitan Club 2, 3
International Relations Club 3
Poetry Society of America, Rollins,
2, 3, 4
Committee on Irving Bacheller
Essay Contest 2, 3
Winner U. D. C. Essay Contest in
Florida History 3
Committee on Murat Celebration
3, 4
Panhellenic 4
Rollins Key Society 4
3 <3
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Bergonzi, Bruna Franca
44 Barrow Street
New York, New York
Transfer: Sara Lawrence College
Major: Music
Winter Park Symphony 3, 4
Glee Club 3, 4
Brett, Louise
El Dorado
Coconut Grove, Florida
Major: Philosophy
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Rollins Key Society 3, 4
Brown, Sara Eleanor
140 Merrimon Avenue
Asheville, North Carolina
Transfer: Sweet Briar College
Major: French
Cosmopolitan Club 3
Choir 4
Rollins Key Society 4
Archery 3
Rollins String Quartet 4
Rollins Student Trio 3, 4
Pi Gamma Mu
Rollins Literary Society 3, 4
International Relations Club 3
Philosophy Club 4
The Museum 4
W. A. A. 2, 3, 4
Odd Hockey Team 1, 3
Alpha Phi
W. A. A. 3, 4
Glee Club 3
French Club 3, 4; President 4
Spanish Club 3
Tomokan Staff 4
Buerk, Martin Edward, Jr.
1616 Ivanhoe Blvd., Orlando, Fla.
Major: Chemistry
Burk, Geraldine Wolcott
400 S. Clinton Ave., St. Johns, Mich.
Transfer: Northwestern University
Major: English
Butler, Alice Juliet
93 Edgehill Rd., New Haven, Conn.
Transfer: Vassar College
Major: Economics
Pi Beta Phi
Student Council 4
Tomokan Staff 4
Debating Team 4
German Club
Rho Kappa Sigma
Alpha Phi
French Club 3,
Sandspur 4
Sec. Oratorical Society 4
W. A. A. 3, 4
Odd Hockey Team 3, 4
Tennis Team 3, 4
Class Basketball 4
Class Volley Ball 3, 4
German Club 3
Commons Committee 4
Pi Gamma Mu 4
Carrison, Henry George
San Jose Blvd., S. Jacksonville, Fla.
Major: Economics
Kappa Alpha
0. D. K. 3, 4; Vice-Pres. 3
Carson, Florence Rosamond
Babson Park, Fla.
Transfer: Fla. State College for
Women
Major: Modern Languages
Kappa Alpha Theta
French Club 3, 4
Cosmopolitan Club 3
Carter, Jeanne Durant
613 Ridgewood Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Major: History
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Glee Club 1, 2
Interfraternity Council 2, 3;
Secretary 3
0000
Student Faculty Committee 4
Rat Committee 2
Swimming 1, 2
Freshman Football
Sandspur: Bus. Manager 3
Glee Club 3
W. A. A. 3, 4; Board 4
Volley Ball 4
Sandspur: Associate Society Ed. 3
Dramatic Workshop 3
Rollins Players 4;
Student Director 4
Panhellenic Council 4
Swimming 4
Sandspur: Society Ed. 3, 4
Editor Rollins "R" Book 2
Tomokan Staff 3
Pi Gamma Mu 3, 4; Vice-Pres. 4
©ottiohan
Cashwell, Lula Rowland
Apopka, Florida
Major: History
Phi Mu
Hockey Team 1, 2, 3
Basketball Team 1
Crew 1, 2, 3
Volley Ball 1, 2, 3
Child, Wallace Holmes
Woodstock, Conn.
Major: Mathematics
Delta Rho Gamma
Freshman Football
Varsity Football 2, 3, 4
Contini, Daniel Albert
345 W. 5th St., Dover, Ohio
Major: History
Football 3, 4
Manager Basketball 3
Sport Head in Canoeing 3, 4
W. A. A. Board 3, 4
"R" Board, 3, 4
Panhellenic 4
Rollins Key Society 4
Pi Gamma Mu 3, 4
Spanish Club 1, 2
Little Theatre Workshop 2, 3
Freshman Basketball
German Club 2, 3
Tomokan: Business Manager 4;
Advertising Manager 3
Interfraternity Council 4
Intramural Basketball Head 4
Baseball 3, 4
"R" Club 3, 4
Ohio Club 4
Currie, Robert Erskine
5104 Larchwood Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Major: English
Y. M. C. A. 1, 2; Treas. 2
Cutter, Beth Alfreda
404 Cuyler Ave., Trenton, N. J.
Major: Sociology
Chi Omega
W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4
Rollins Literary Society 2, 3, 4
Davenport, Martha Ann
1291 N. E. 96th St., Miami, Fla.
Transfer: Mount Vernon Seminary
Major: English
Pi Beta Phi
Male Quartet 3
Rollins Players 2, 3, 4
Student Director Rollins Work-
shop 3
Key Society 3
Rollins Key Society 4
French Club 3
Chapel Committee 3
Flamingo Staff 4
Swimming Team 1, 2; Captain 2
Basketball 2, 3
Volleyball 1, 2
Publications 4
Sandspur Staff 4
W. A. A. 3
Panhellenic 4
Chairman of Museum
Dunbar, Robert Cook
362 Danforth St., Portland, Maine
Transfer: Norwich University
Major: Sociology
Dunlop, Donald Roger
123 Forest Hill Dr., Asheville, N. C.
Major: Economics
Edwards, Ruth Hollingsworth
Abbeville, La.
Transfer : Newcomb College
Major: French
Tennis Team 3, 4
Cosmopolitan Club 3
International Relations Club 4
Basketball 2, 3, 4
Baseball 3, 4
Spanish Club
"R" Club 2, 3, 4
Pi Beta Phi
French Club
1 »
Elder, Helen Eloise
Billcrica, Mass.
Estes, Elinor Judith
721 Delaney St., Orlando, Fla.
Transfer: Florida State College for
Women
Major: French
Evans, Twanet Edwina
706 Raleigh Ave., Sheffield, Ala.
Transfer: Athens Jr. College
Major: Modern Languages
Transfer: Radcliffe
Major: English
Pi Beta Phi
Spanish Club 3
French Club 3
Odd Swimming Team 3
Social Committee 4 ; Sec. 4
Kappa Alpha Theta
Poetry Society 3, 4 ; Pres. 4
Museum 4
International Relations Club 3
French Club 1, 2, 3
Student Assistant—Modern
Languages
©otttohan
Fariss, Mary Adelaide
631 Hillcrest Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Major: English
Phi Mu
Panhellenic 3
Fontaine, Jeanne Marie
19 Woodland Ave., Bronxville, N. Y.
Transfer: University of Alabama
Major: English
Alpha Phi
Glee Club 2, 3, 4
Fisher, Donald Courtland
325 Hawthorne Ave.
Webster Groves, Mo.
Major: Economics
Kappa Alpha
0. D. K. 3, 4
Workshop 4
French Club 1, 2, 3
Volley Ball 3
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4
Choir 3, 4
Panhellenic 3, 4 ; Sec. 4
Tomokan Staff, 3, 4
Sandspur 2, 3
W. A. A. 2, 3, 4
Rollins Pictorial 4
Class Basketball 3, 4
Pi Kappa Delta 3, 4
Student Council 3
Rat Committee 2
0000
Football 1, 2, 3, 4
Swimming 1, 2, 3; Captain 3
"R" Club 2, 3, 4
doittohan
Fischer, John George
4950 Grayton Rd., Cleveland, Ohio
Major: English
Theta Kappa Nu
Football 1, 2, 3, 4
Foster, Caroline Williman
115 E. Prentiss Ave.
Greenville, South Carolina
Transfer: Brenau
Major: English
FULLINGTON, JEAN WILLIAMS
Rt. 1, New Port Richey, Fla.
Major: Econom ics
Chi Omega
Freshman Representative W. A. A.
Glee Club 1
War Canoe Crew 1, 2, 3, 4
W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Treasurer 2, 3;
President 4
Alpha Chi Omega Honorary
Society 1
Interfraternity Council 3, 4
Pi Beta Phi
French Club 3
Rollins Key Society 3, 4;
Sec.-Treas. 4
Panhellenic, 3, 4; Vice-Pres. 4
Volley Ball 3
Spanish Club 3, 4; Vice-Pres. 4
Odd Basketball Team 4
Odd Hockey Team 4
Pi Gamma Mu 4
Chapel Committee 4
Tomokan: Administration Edito '
Goldsmith, Wallace Moffett
1131 Oxford Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
Major: French
Gargoyle Society 2
Chess Club 2
Goss, Katherine
247 Scotland St., Dunedin, Fla.
Hakes, Elizabeth Priscilla
219 Central Ave., Fredonia, N. Y.
Transfer: Wells College
Major: English
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Scrub Club 2
Flamingo 3
French Club 4
German Club 4
International Relations Club 4
Major: Violin
Studio Club 3, 4
French Club 3
Golf 3; Golf Head 4
Faculty Student Discipline
Committee 4
W. A. A. Board 4
©oxnokan
Hara, Kathleen Charlotte
31 Academy Street
St. Catherine, Ontario, Canada
Major: Biology
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Odd Basketball Team 1, 2, 3
Odd Hockey Team 1, 2, 3, 4
Odd War Canoeing 1, 2, 3, 4
Odd Swimming 2, 3
Class Swimming Team 1
W. A. A. Board 3, 4
Treasurer W. A. A. 4
Hart, Ruth Blackburne
259 Henry St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Transfer: Packer Collegiate Inst.
Major: English
Jackson, Jean Ruth
640 N. Fountain Ave., Springfield, O.
Major: English
Gamma Phi Beta
W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4
"R" Girl 3, 4
Tomokan Staff, 3, 4
Student Council 2, 3, 4
Sec. Student Association 3
Vice-Pres. Student Association 4
Student-Faculty Committee 3
Editor W. A. A. Handbook 3
Student Assistant in Biology 3
Cosmopolitan Club 3
Vice-Pres. of Class 3
Rollins Players 4
Rollins Literary Society 4
Kappa Kappa Gamma
W. A. A. 3, 4
Sandspur 4
Glee Club 1
Tomokan 3, 4
Sandspur 2, 3, 4; Ass. News Ed. 4
Y. W. C. A.
Jeffrys, Herma Juanita
Kelsey, John Daintree
67 West Street
Portland, Maine
Transfer: Bowdin College
Major: English
King, William Goldsmith
819 Seville Place
Orlando, Fla.
Transfer: University of Florida
St. Cloud, Florida
Rollins Players 2, 3, 4
Editor Flamingo 3
Fencing 4
Rollins Troupers 3
Major: Economics
Alpha Tau Omega
"X" Club
Kinser, Mary Eva
1300 Lakeview Ave.
Eustis, Fla.
Major: English
Korns, Mary Lee
Rocky Crest Sanitorium
Olean, N. Y.
Major: English
Pres. Liberal Club 1, 2
Pres. French Club 1
Campus Representative of League
for Industrial Democracy 1, 2
Program Chairman R. L. S. 1
Kyner, Boyd Francis
Wilson, Kansas
Major: Art
Delta Rho Gamma
Allied Arts Society Prize, Black and
White 1
Allied Arts Society Prize, Design 4
Studio Club 2, 3, 4
Pres. Studio Club 3
Rollins Key Society 4
Rollins Key Society 3, 4
Studio Club 2, 3, 4
Social Welfare Chairman
Y. W. C. A. 1
W. A. A. 1, 2
Archery Head 2
Student Educational Committee
Pres. International Relations
Club 1 ; Vice-Pres. 4
Gargoyle 1
Flamingo Board 1, 2, 3
Rollins Key Society 4
O. D. K. 4
Carter Pen and Pencil Prize 1
Tomokan 3, 4; Editor 4
Rollins Players 2, 3, 4
Student Director Rollins Work-
shop 4
Interfraternity Council 4
Rollins Troupers 3
Scenic Craftsman, Rollins Theat) I
Workshop 3, 4
©otnohan
Lang, Doris
3250 Main Street
Hartford, Conn.
Major : English
Pi Beta Phi
W. A. A. Board 1, 2, 3,
Libbey, Marguerite Thelma
1622 Woodward Ave.
Lakewood, Ohio
Major: Social Scieyice
Gamma Phi Beta
Libbey, Edwin Bissell
1622 Woodward Ave.
Lakewood, Ohio
Major: English
Kappa Phi Sigma
Sandspur 2, 3, 4 ; Editor-in-chief 4
Rollins Literary Society 3, 4
Tomokan Staff 3
Spanish Club 4
Publications Union 4
Chapel Committee 4
Rollins Key Society 3, 4
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4
Choir 4
W. A. A. 3
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Pres 4
Choir 3, 4
Male Quartet 4
Chapel Committee 3
Rollins Players 4
Fencing 3
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Long, Effie Estelle
Brooksville, Fla.
Major: English
House Pres. Mayflower 3, 4
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4
Lynch, Elizabeth Deming
6 Rockland Ave.
Park Hill, Yonkers, N. Y.
Major: French
Chi Omega
Rollins Literary Society
French Club
Chapel Committee 3, 4
Lynip, Holly
2301 Cedar St.
Berkeley, Calif.
Transfer: Mason Junior College
Major : History
W. A. A. 3
Liberal Club 12
Rollins Literary Society 2, 3, 4
International Relations Club 3
Spanish Club 4
Student Discipline Committee 4
Sandspur 4
Choir 4
Panhellenic 2, 3; Sec.-Treas. 3
W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4
Basketball 1, 2, 3
Volleyball 2
Swimming Team 2, 3; Captain 3
War Canoeing 1
Y. W. C. A.
Sandspur Proof Editor 4
W. A. A. Sec. 4
Tennis Team 4
Tennis Sport Head 3
War Canoeing 4
International Relations Club 3,
Mackey, John Frederick, Jr.
3719 Forest Ave.
Kansas City, Mo.
Transfer: University of Kansas
March man, Watt Pearson
Bartow, Fla.
Major: English
Kappa Phi Sigma 1, 2, 3, 4
Tennis 1
Swimming 2
Fencing 3, 4 ; Captain 4
Miller, Thomas William, Jr.
934 Center St.
Ashland, Ohio
Transfer: Wesleyan
Major: History
Delta Kappa Epsilon
"X" Club
President Student Association 4
0. D. K. 3, 4
0000
Major : Economics
Crew 3, 4
Spanish Club 3
Library Staff 1, 2, 3, 4
Rollins Key Society 4
Tomokan 3, 4; Associate Editor 4
Publications Union 4
Assistant to "Floridiana
Collection" 4
Chapel Committee 4
Social Committee 4
Student-Faculty Committee 3
Athletic Council 4
Interfraternity Council 3, 4
"R" Club
Commons Committee 4
Baseball 3
Basketball 3
Golf 2, 4
^3
Morris, William Henry
16 Blair St.
Asheville, N. C.
Major: Economics
"X" Club
OOOO
Morris, Thomas Jefferson
532 S. New York Ave.
Winter Park, Fla.
Major: Economics
Rollins Key Society
Sandspur: Sports Editor, Advertis-
ing Representative
Morrow, Marion
701 28th Avenue
Lake Worth, Fla.
Major : English
Phi Mu
Girls' Debating 1
Freshman Football
Freshman Basketball
Varsity Football 3, 4
Varsity Basketball 3
Varsity Baseball 3
O. D. K.
0000
Football 2, 3, 4
Baseball 3, 4
Basketball 2, 3
Tennis 2, 3
Spanish Club
"R" Club
Dramatics 2
Museum 4
Glee Club 2
Y. W. C. A. 2, 3
Sandspur 3, 4
Tomokan Staff 3, 4
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Munger, Richard James
1010 W. 37th St.
Kansas City, Mo.
Transfer: University of Missouri
Major: Economics
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Odell, Liona Virginia
3092 Euclid Blvd.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Ottoway, James Haller
1711 Military St.
Port Huron, Mich.
Transfer: University of Michigan
Major: Economics
Sandspur: Exchange Editor 2;
Editor 3
Crew 3
"R" Club
Pi Gamma Mu : Treas. 3 ; Pres. 4
Student Council 4
Major: English
Advertising Commissioner Publica-
tions Union 4
Publications Union 3; Chairman 4
Rollins Key Society 4
O. D. K. 3, 4; Sec. 4
Chapel Committee 4
Chairman Rollins Xmas Fund 4
3 z
Perkins, Walter Morris
Hampton Institute, Va.
Transfer: University of New
Hampshire
Major : Sociology
Ransom, Mary Elizabeth
1 Washington Court
Stamford, Conn.
Transfer: Columbia University
Ransom, Lois Lake
1 Washington Court
Stamford, Conn.
Transfer: Connecticut State College
International Relations Club Vical
Pres. 3
Chapel Committee
Hungerford Committee
Rollins Theatre Workshop
Phi Beta
Costume Designer for Rollins
Theatre Workshop
Instructor in History of World
Costume
Phi Beta
Theta Alpha Phi
Assistant to Director of Rollins
Theatre Workshop 3, 4
Rollins Plavers 4
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Rogers, William Albert
Dover, New Hampshire
Major: Economics
Kappa Alpha
0. D. K. 3, 4
0000
Sackett, Frederic Noble
621 Osceola Ave.
Winter Park, Fla.
Transfer: St. Petersburg Junior
College
Major: History
Football 1, 2, 3, 4
Basketball 1, 2, 3; Manager 3
Baseball 3, 4
"R" Club 2, 3, 4
0. D. K. Athletic Trophy Winner 3
Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Pres. 4
Cosmopolitan Club 2, 3
International Relations Club 3, 4
Pi Gamma Mu
Manager Football 1
Manager Tennis Team 3
Shepard, Dorothy Elizabeth
534 Palmer Ave.
Winter Park, Fla.
Transfer: Florida State College for
Women
Phi Mu
Glee Club 2, 3, 4
Cosmopolitan Club 2, 3
W. A. A. 3
Sandspur 4
Y. W. C. A. 2, 3, 4
Studio Club
International Relations Club
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Shor, Floyd Wilbur
20 Pershing Place
Orlando, Fla.
Major: Mathematics
Steuer, Hazel Dorothy
3360 Berkley Rd.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Sweet, Karl Monroe
13 Maple Place
Ossining, N. Y.
Transfer: Brown University
Major: Chemistry
Kappa Phi Sigma
Student Assistant in Physics 3, 44
Transfer: University of Arizona;
,
Major: Psychology
Alpha Phi
Phi Gamma Delta
Tennis Team 4
Rho Kappa Sigma 2, 4
Todd, Arthur Stanley, Jr.
Mead Stationery Co.
Greenwich, Conn.
Major: English
Turner, Austin Clifford
1003 West St.
Corning, Iowa
Transfer: University of Wyoming
Major: Art
VanBuskirk, Thelma Louise
451 Virginia Ct.
Winter Park, Fla.
Major: Public School Music
Chi Omega
Glee Club 1 ; Sec. 2, 3, 4
Swimming Team 1, 2, 3, 4 ; Head 3, 4
Theta Kappa Nu
Manager Freshman Football
Manager Varsity Football 2, 3, 4
"R" Club, 2, 3, 4
Interfraternity Council 3
Sigma Nu
Sandspur 3, 4
Golf Team 3, 4
Studio Club 3, 4
W. A. A. 2, 3, 4
Music Head Y. W. C. A. 2
Rollins Players 2, 3, 4
Rollins Troupers 3
Class Sec. 3, 4
Student Director Dramatic Dept. 4
Choir 4
Rollins Key Society 4
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Weeden, Louise A.
1446 Berkshire Ave.
Winter Park, Fla.
Major: English
Welhofp, Jane Gregory
15403 Lake Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio
Transfer: Erskine School
Major: History
Wetherell, Constance
East Woodstock, Conn.
Major: History
Phi Mu
Panhellenic 2, 3
French Club 2, 3
Volley Ball 3
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4
Pi Beta Phi
Sandspur 4
Rollins Pictorial 4
W. A. A. 3, 4
Pi Gamma Mu 4
Assistant in Women's Physical
Education Department
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Williams, Deborah
1 Jacoby Place
Rockford, 111.
Major: English
Gamma Phi Beta
Pres. Panhellenic 4
Wright, Eleanor Gager
Clifton Springs, N. Y.
Major: English
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Windsor, Laura Elizabeth
301 South P St.
Lake Worth, Fla.
Major: English
Phi Mu
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4
W. A. A. 2, 3, 4
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3
Mathematics Club 2
French Club 1
Tomokan 3, 4
Ass. Editor "R" Book 3
Phi Beta 3, 4
Rollins Key Society
Rollins Players
Rollins Literary Society 1, 2
Choir 4
Women's Debating Team
Oratorical Society
Y. W. C. A. 1, 2, 3, 4
Pres. Rollins Christian Science
Organization

(Bid Pan
LL changes must take place gradually if they are
i™I to be successful, therefore, when Ro'lins installed
the New Plan, all old students were not required
to change from the Old Plan. Those whose courses of
study were not flexible enough to be changed to fit in
with the aims and ideals of the New Plan were allowed
to continue under the Old Plan in order that they might
get the full advantage of their original expectations.
Consequently, there are still several students in
Rollins who are classified as juniors, and two students
who are classified as sophomores. These few adherents
to the old regime really experience most of the benefits
of the New Plan, because students under both plans
work side by side in the class room, enjoying equal
privileges. Rollins is essentially for the students,
therefore, they must be allowed to learn in the way
that suits them best.
©otnokan
Askevold, Robert James
4206 DuBois Boulevard
Congress Park, Illinois
Beekman, Earl Alexander
Cranberry, New Jersey
Birkbeck, Alexandra
644 McDonald Street
Mt. Dora, Florida
Coleman, Rebecca-Ann
481 Alberta Drive
Winter Park, Florida
Currier, Elizabeth Adele
95 South Mountain Avenue
Montclair, New Jersey
Dreicer, Maurice Charles
270 Park Avenue
New York, New York
Ehart, Williams McMein
1682 Hampshire Street
Quiney, Illinois
Barrows, Cornelia
30 Fairview Avenue
Tarrytown, New York
Berry, Donald
Bowdoinham, Maine
Butler, Joslyn
25 West Hill Drive
West Hartford, Connecticut
Cudmore, John Thomas Patterson
216 East 39th Street
New York, New York
Dickson, Olive Brewer
103 East Colonial Avenue
Orlando, Florida
Durkee, Brewster Jay
Atlantic Boulevard
Jacksonville, Florida
Gibney, Janet Elizabeth
89 Eighty-eighth Street
Brooklyn, New York
Howden, Jack Fredrick
455 Clay Street
Muskegon, Michigan
Jenkins, Louise Edwards
1903 Main Street
Richmond, Indiana
Klosterman, John Russell
847 Ludlow Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio
Lawton, Thomas Willingham, Jr.
Oviedo, Florida
McKay, Celestina
824 South Orleans Avenue
Tampa, Florida -
Moody, Elizabeth Ladd
15 Florence Street
Springfield, Massachusetts
Howell, Emily Virginia
170 Chatham Road
Asheville, North Carolina
Johnson, Thomas Phillips
221 Moody Avenue
New Castle, Pennsylvania
Lang, Barbara
3250 Main Street
Hartford, Connecticut
Longest, Mary Butler
60 Eastover Street
Louisville, Kentucky
Miller, Raymond Harrison
31 Virginia Avenue
Asheville, North Carolina
Moon, Bucklin Renssalaer
Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Myers, Margaret Jean
928 North Water Street
Uhrichsville, Ohio
Robertson, Robert Alexander
130 Hillcrest
Orlando, Florida
Rogers, George Herman
207 Locust Street
Dover, New Hampshire
Washington, Richard Blythe
Cherokee, North Carolina
Parsons, Frank Ripley
73 Bacon Street
Winchester, Massachusetts
Stufflebeam, Robert Edson
care Michigan State Ferries
St. Ignace, Michigan
Palmer, Stanley Laurent
15 South Wild Olive Avenue
Daytona Beach, Florida
Stoddard, Allan Avery
Box 72
Westport, Connecticut
Tourtellotte, Ralph Richardson
South Woodstock, Connecticut
Ward, Dexter Elmer
364 West 7th Street
Winona, Minnesota
Worley, Paul Lytle
43 West Chestnut Street
Asheville, North Carolina
Stevenson, Robert Louis
R. D. No. 1, Box 17B
Orlando, Florida
Mosteller, William Alfred
142 East Gore Avenue
Orlando, Florida
Thompson, Horace Hetherington
1012 North Euclid Avenue
Oak Park, Illinois
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FTER a period of training in the Lower Division,
during which time a student is expected to have
acquired a thorough understanding of the aims
and ideals of the college, and to have developed a back-
ground of culture from a wide range of academic and
social subjects, the student is eligible to make his ap-
plication for admission to the Upper Division. If the
Board of Admissions agrees that he has accomplished
all that has been expected of him, he is recommended for
membership. Following his admission, he is given free-
dom and encouraged to pursue whatever course in his
own educational development that he thinks is best
suited for his purpose in life, whether it be in the field
of vocational specialization, or along the line of a higher
general culture. When he has reached a genei^al excel-
lence in his field of study, he then makes a written ap-
plication to the Board of Graduation. Two years is the
average time spent in working in the Upper Division,
but a student may take a much shorter or longer time
before making his application for a degree.
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Applegate, John Curtis
2114 Maplewood Avenue
Toledo, Ohio
Barber, Robert Clinton
435 Ogden Avenue
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania
Chapin, Anne Howard
Great Neck
Long Island, New York
Davis, Milford Justin
509 34th Street and Spruce
West Palm Beach, Florida
Harrington, William Pilling
Whitemarsh, Pennsylvania
Nichols, Clinton Colfax
Box 218
King-field, Maine
Smith, Carol Morrison
1333 Fairmont Street, N. W
Washington, D. C.
Barber, George Rodgers
435 Ogden Avenue
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania
Carter, Sydney Hobart
116 Old Orchard Road
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts
Childs, Mary Elizabeth
Flower Farm
Mountain Lakes, New Jersey
Fawcett, Howard Benjamin, Jr.
1026 Market Avenue, North
Canton, Ohio
Hubert, James Post
799 Carroll Street
Brooklyn, New York
Pittman, Richard Trabue
108 East 86th Street
New York, New York
Swan, Alice Lee
15 Elmwood Avenue
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
Putnam, Katherine
3269 North Summit Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Edwards, George Wilkinson
309 Cherokee Drive
Orlando, Florida
Donaldson, Barbara May
536 North Grand View Avenue
Daytona Beach, Florida
French, Nathaniel Stowers
Lexington Street
Kendall Green, Massachusetts
Fisher, Laura Belle
1707 Florida Avenue
Tampa, Florida
WlNANT, ELFREDA KATHARINE
1278 President Street
Brooklyn, New York
Townsend, Agatha
314 Forest Avenue
Glen Ridge, New Jersey
Warner, Gifford Dyer
31 Center Street
Nantucket, Massachusetts
^^^^^^^
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Rogers, Mary Lynn
130 East Madison
Springfield, Ohio
»
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Teachout, David William, Jr.
2889 North Park Boulevard
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
•\ J
Wood, Petrina Sylvester
731 French Avenue
Winter Park, Florida
Thomas, Donald Clarence
108 Hillcrest
Orlando, Florida
\ " - M Hair, Alice Josephine LambPennsylvania AvenueWinter Park, Florida
Trowbridge, Mary Rogers
260 Lincoln Street
Englewood, New Jersey
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^OLLINS has divided the student body into two
scholastic divisions, namely, the Upper, and the
Lower. For a student to pass from Lower to
Upper Division, he must pass a board examination.
Therefore, members of the Lower Division are those
who have yet to pass the "big test." For the most part,
these are the first- and second-year students. It is in
the Lower Division where men and women lay the
foundation for their entire college life. It is here that
they find their careers and talents, here that the future
of each one is shaped. New experiences and thoughts
await those who enter the Lower Division. Their goal
is ever forward, and it is in the future rather than the
past that their ambition and hopes are centered and
glorified.
Apgar, Warren Conklin
155 Montross Avenue
Rutherford, New Jersey
Bedford, Victoria Mae
335 Eighth Avenue, N. E
St. Petersburg, Florida
Bralove, Bernard Robert
1612 Taylor Street
Washington, D. C.
Camp, Ariel
7243 Bennett Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Christ, George Abbott
508 South Orange Avenue
Orlando, Florida
Connery, John Hurd
791 West Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida
Cushman, Nancy Jane
55 Pierrepont Street
Brooklyn, New York
Baldwin, Edward Manning, Jr.
30 Four Mile Road
West Hartford, Connecticut
Black, Robert Westcott
Panora, Iowa
Brubaker, Winthrop
Box 88
Green's Farms, Connecticut
Camp, Richard Curtis
7243 Bennett Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Coleman, Eugene Decatur
481 Alberta Drive
Winter Park, Florida
Cornell, George Davison
Central Valley, New York
Davies, Launa
2021 Barringer Avenue
Louisville, Kentucky
Devereux, Kathryn Isabel
2504 Esplando Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana
Drummond, Burleigh Brammer
626 North Kenilworth
Oak Park, Illinois
Ehrlich, Theodore Jacob
P. 0. Box 8654, SS. Station
Tampa, Florida
Fisher, Laura Belle
1707 Florida Avenue
Tampa, Florida
Ganson, Curtis Barrett
2916 Fairmont Boulevard
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Gettys, Virginia Lee
2333 Glenmary Avenue
Louisville, Kentucky
Golloway, Helen Carey
610 North Main Street
North Canton, Ohio
Doyle, John
1239 East 86th Street
Cleveland, Ohio
Eaton, Stuart Cliff
2582 Forbs Street
Jacksonville, Florida
Evans, Thomas Jefferson, III
834 North Water Street
Uhrichsville, Ohio
Ford, Harvey
3565 Parkview Avenue
Bexley, Ohio
Gehrmann, John Samuel
3351 North Marshfield Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Goldman, Mortimer
341 East 19th Street
Brooklyn, New York
Graessle, Mona
304 LaFayette Street
Valparaiso, Indiana
Harbottle, Sara Colling
437 Forest Avenue
Dayton, Ohio
Holden, James Francis
311 Moore Street
Hackettstown, New Jersey
Higley, John Parker
2681 West Scarborough Road
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Hooker, Ruth Fairchild
care Miss J. W. Fairchild
Shepherdstown, West Virginia
Howard, Tasker, Jr.,
46 Sidney Place
Brooklyn, New York
Karnopp, Kingsley Phelps
455 Linden Street
Winnetka, Illinois
Kuhns, Benjamin Franklin, Jr.
551 Superior Avenue
Dayton, Ohio
LeRoy, Jane Elizabeth
1700 Magnolia Avenue
Sanford, Florida
-
Martin, Marcella Elliott
55 Prospect Street
Summit, New Jersey
Jennings, Bertha Marguerite
739 Antonette Avenue
Winter Park, Florida
King, Mary Jane
care First National Bank
Carlisle, Kentucky
Kyner, Porter Bassett
Wilson, Kansas
Maclay, Robert Cunningham
44 East 57th Street
New York, New York
McCall, Virginia Tejas
509 North 7th Street
Gainesville, Florida
MoGill, Mary Alice
411 North Washington Street
Valparaiso, Indiana
Morrow, Richard Dunbar
36 Gramercy Park
New York, New York
Morse, Joseph Meacham
East Woodstock, Connecticut
Mutispaugh, Mary Wanita
1334 Gene Street
Winter Park, Florida
Orebaugh, Virginia Grace
178 Brewer Avenue
Winter Park, Florida
Parsons, Barbara Dee
8 Runnymede
Landsdowne, Pennsylvania
Rathbone, Charlotte
26 King Street
Palmer, Massachusetts
McWain, Ruth
105 Abbot Road
Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts
Morse, Eleanor Eaton
2212 Fifth Avenue
Fort Worth, Texas
Morse, Stewart Leslie
East Woodstock, Connecticut
Norton, Marvin Chancellor
404 South Rosalind
Orlando, Florida
Ott, Jack Lapsly
Box 122
Pass-a-Grille, Florida
Parsons, Harold Beaumont
Acton Center, Massachusetts
Reed, Barbara Ann
2968 Natoma Avenue
Coconut Grove
Miami, Florida
Riggs, Douglas Shepard
25 Crystal Street
Melrose, Massachusetts
Rollins, Edward
Three Rivers Farms
Dover, New Hampshire
Santaella, Amy Consuelo
1001 Bayshore Boulevard
Tampa, Florida
Shannon, Richard Cutts
485 Main Street
Saco, Maine
Shepherd, Emily Kathleen
534 Palmer Avenue
Winter Park, Florida
Sutherland, John Edgar
Cornwall, New York
Thomas, Genevieve Lillian
108 Hillcrest
Orlando, Florida
Roberts, Everett Lee
116 Bryan Street
Kissimmee, Florida
Russell, Foster William
1314% Ninth Avenue, N.
St. Petersburg, Florida
Scholfield, Frederick Griffin
Longwood, Florida
Shattuck, Richard Spofford
1103 Washington Avenue
Jaffrey, New Hampshire
Sullivan, Edward Daniel
274 Dixwell Avenue
New Haven, Connecticut
Teelin, Robert Dean
278 Rockingstone Avenue
Larchmont, New York
Tilden, Luther Willis
Winter Garden, Florida
Canzoneri, Vincent Matteo
2908 Twenty-first Street
Tampa, Florida
Galbraith, Guilford Elmore
862 West End Avenue
New York, New York
Jenkins, Margaret Ryan
1903 Main Street
Richmond, Indiana
Knowlton, Katrina
706 19th Street, N. E.
St. Petersburg, Florida
Malone, Linton George
Palmetto, Florida
MacWatt, Jack Alan
8 Radnor Road
Great Neck
Long Island, New York
Seasongood, Janet Agnes
3661 Washington Avenue
Avondale
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cole, Natalie Ruth
528 N. E. 73rd Street
Miami, Florida
Howell, Joseph Corwin, Jr.
914 Lucerne Terrace
Orlando, Florida
Jones, Mary Elizabeth
1615 Ridgewood Avenue
Orlando, Florida
Luce, Sara Virginia
2859 Eaton Road
Cleveland, Ohio
Marshall, Elizabeth Jane
534 Interlachen Avenue
Winter Park, Florida
Newell, LaGeorgia Willson
400 East 2nd Street
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Shares, Sylvia Chappell
New Fort Pierce Hotel
Fort Pierce, Florida
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Young, Mary Elizabeth
Box 275
Sebring, Florida
Wetherell, Franklin Steere
East Woodstock, Connecticut
Goldsmith, Edith Eleanor
1131 Oxford Road
Winter Park, Florida
Wolfe, Richard Schuyler
1701 First Avenue, N.
Great Falls, Montana
Fishback, Blanche Georgene
536 North Orange Avenue
Orlando, Florida
Wellington, Arthur Marmaduke
946 Madison Avenue, Apt. 2
Columbus, Ohio
Vincent, Molly Curtis
45 Barker Avenue
White Plains, New York
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Burks, Emily Morgan
208 Brewer Avenue
Winter Park, Florida
Fariss, Louise Alberta
631 Hillcrest Avenue
Orlando, Florida
Waldo, Norman MacLeod
Proctor Academy
Andover, New Hampshire
Vruwink, Ruth Elizabeth
1 Pinewood Avenue
Albany, New York
Veasey, James Alexander
1802 South Cheyenne
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Welch, Helen Louise
South Highlands
Sarasota, Florida
Warfield, Robert
Hillside Road
Newton Highlands, Massachusetts
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Abbott, Horace Porter, Jr.
44 Larchmont Road
Melrose, Massachusetts
Alexander, Dorothy Jean
1702 Harvard Road, N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia
Ames, Molly Penniman
70 Vreeland Avenue
Nutley, New Jersey
Bastin, Marjorie Elizabeth
Anchorage, Kentucky
Becker, Donald Frederic
2743 Ashland Avenue
Wilmette, Illinois
Acker, Francis Ambrose
8401 Kent Street
Jamaica, New York
Allen, Lennox Lindsey
Glenview
Louisville, Kentucky
Baker, John Varian
313 Wisconsin Avenue
Oak Park, Illinois
Beach, Roberta Herrick
44 Lakeview Avenue
Jamestown, New York
Bergonzi, Dante Giacomo
44 Barrow Street
New York, New York
Carmody, William Alexander, Jr.
276 Meeker Avenue
Newark, New Jersey
Carter, Andrew Jackson
1125 Kuhl Avenue
Orlando, Florida
Chapman, Elizabeth Ann
1328 North Atlantic Avenue
Daytona Beach, Florida
Cleveland, Alyce Burnett
202 East Park Avenue
Greenville, South Carolina
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Carr, Mary Evelyn
2992 Alton Road
Miami Beach, Florida
Chalmers, Douglas
27 Garrison Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Clark, Ann
Culpeper, Virginia
Clough, Reginald Theodore
19 Shaw Street
Lebanon, New Hampshire
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Arrant, Ruth
2210 Alton Road
Miami Beach, Florida
Bartlett, Leah Jeanne
Winter Park, Florida
Boyd, Hortense Adora
3404 Bay-to-Bay Boulevard
Tampa, Florida
Clark, Norris Chapin
Lakeville, Connecticut
Cummings, Jean
141 Grove Street
Wellesley, Massachusetts
Hills, Ernestine Williams
330 Clinton Road
Brookline, Massachusetts
Jaeger, Margaret Irma
2648 East Newton Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Bair, Frances Marian
268 North Main Street
Cuba City, Wisconsin
Bills, John Clark
Geneva, Florida
Buttner, Edwin Richard
13 Vernon Street
Plymouth, Massachusetts
Crider, William Weaver
13920 Edgewater Drive
Lakewood, Ohio
Cushman, Ellen Carlisle
17461 Shelbourne Road
Cleveland, Ohio
Imlay, Virginia Anne
3935 Livingston Street
Chevy Chase
Washington, D. C.
Jaekel, Virginia Overholt
Glen Echo Farm
Doylestown, Pennsylvania
Huffman, Mary Katharine
Broken Bow, Nebraska
HUNSBERGER, FLORENCE ANN
Lockland R. R. No. 5
Cincinnati, Ohio
Jarrell, Mary Rose
507 Central Avenue
Charlotte, North Carolina
Jones, Anne Buckner
Pine Bluff, Arkansas
Karst, Mabel Margrett
South DeLaney Street
Orlando, Florida
King, Charles Newton
1558 Prospect Place
Ashland, Kentucky
Limerick, Sara Townsend
205 Grand Street
Newburgh, New York
©oxrtohan
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Hughes, Frank Haggart
2662 Orrington Avenue
Evanston, Illinois
Igou, Joan
Kissimmee, Florida
Johnson, Chandler Winslow
90 Raymond Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Jones, Virginia Edson
612 Springfield Avenue
Wyoming, Ohio
Kimball, Rhodora Dale
2203 Florida Avenue
Tampa, Florida
LlCHTENSTEIN, JOSEPH MELVILLE
111 Park Avenue
Baldwin, Long Island, New York
McCanless, Florence Moore
1200 Washington Street
South Boston, Virginia
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Mergentime, Jean
285 Central Park West
New York City, New York
Mills, Mary Virginia
Spring Lake, Michigan
Mitchell, Rupert
1000 North Central Avenue
Monett, Missouri
Murphy, Janet Rutherford
Killam's Point
Branford, Connecticut
Ney, Paul Sprague
Cheshire, Connecticut
Olmsted, Sterling Pitkin
16 Sterling Road
East Hai'tford, Connecticut
Orr, Robert
634 North Broadway
Yonkers, New York
Merrill, Antony
2260 West Lawn Avenue
Madison, Wisconsin
Mitchell, Maryruth
1000 North Central Avenue
Monett, Missouri
Morrow, Robert Milton
701 28th Avenue
Lake Worth, Florida
Newby, Martha May
Ringling School of Art
Sarasota, Florida
Nohl, Mary Louise
Station C, Route 6, Fox Point
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Orpin, Anne Derby
15 Sheffield West
Winchester, Massachusetts
Owen, Reginald Bryan
"Cota Khoti"
Coconut Grove, Florida
Palmer, Mary Elizabeth
279 Clark Road
Brookline, Massachusetts
Parmley, Dorothy Vernon
4217 Brook Road
Richmond, Virginia
Peper, Loring
117 Union Street
Manasquan, New Jersey
Price, Irwin Franklin, Jr.
608 Minooka Avenue
Moosic, Pennsylvania
Rand, Elizabeth
7 Prentiss Lane
Belmont, Massachusetts
Richards, Elisabet Lundborg
Clapboard Hill Road
New Canaan, Connecticut
Seaber, Katherine
72 Burnet Street
Maplewood, New Jersey
Parker, Jean Grosvenor
3 South Street
Saint Augustine, Florida
Pendexter, Annajeanne Fowler
399 Fullerton Parkway
Chicago, Illinois
Peirce, Victoria Glenn
235 Washington Avenue
Brooklyn, New York
Quinn, Josephine Helen
El Brillo Way
Palm Beach, Florida
Rice, Katharine Bennett
2 Lennox Terrace
South Orange, New Jersey
Roberts, Harrison
11703 85th Avenue
Richmond Hill,
Long Island, New York
Sealover, Charles Scott
601 South Florida Avenue
Lakeland, Florida
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Showalter, Howard Westwood, Jr
Peacock Farm
Fairmont, West Virginia
Smith, Eugene Albert
7028 Milwaukee Avenue
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
Stanwood, Shirley
19 Bradford Road
Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts
Stearns, Isabelle
128 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts
Stout, Ruth Merle
290 Riverside Drive
New York City, New York
Taylor, Mary-Virginia
20 Newcomb Boulevard
New Orleans, Louisiana
Trevor, Betty
664 Richmond Avenue
Buffalo, New York
Smith, Dorothy Edwards
Corner Kentucky and French Aves.
London, Kentucky
Smith, Louise Butler
Ormond Beach, Florida
Stephan, Edith Aileen
2903 Weybridge Road
Cleveland, Ohio
Stearns, Sally
128 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts
Taylor, Florence
77 Milwaukee Avenue
Bethel, Connecticutt
Tilden, Virginia May
Winter Garden, Florida
Veniard, Clifford Ulysess
29 East 48th Street
New York City, New York
Cooper, Richard Douglass
2430 Lake View Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Eldredge, Marlen
767 Roland Street
Memphis, Tennessee
Graham, Bessie
190 Vallome Street
West Palm Beach, Florida
Lee, Frances
2310 Blaisdell Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Davies, William Lawton
8G7 East Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio
Gaines, Helen Ruth
Burlington, Kentucky
Jackson, Helen Frances
226 Park Avenue
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania
Loughrey, Amelia Jane
1080 Wyandotte Road
Columbus, Ohio
McKay, Mary Jane
824 South Orleans Avenue
Tampa, Florida
Sheetz, Eleanor Louise
619 19th Street
Bradenton, Florida
Williams, Mary Eloisa
Belmont Park Ranch
Alden, Montana
Mize, Rob-Roy McGregor Graeme
712 West Eighth Street
Topeka, Kansas
Trieschmann, Ralph Adam
712 Ingleside Place
Evanston, Illinois
Wise, Robert Louis
144 Comstock Avenue
Winter Park, Florida
Jones, Phyllys
1724 East 54th Street
Chicago, Illinois
Lloyd, Carrington Mason
55 Leicester Street
Brookline, Massachusetts
Poling, Ann Louise
210 Madison Avenue
New York City, New York
Romano, Florence
128 Euclid Avenue
Willoughby, Ohio
Thayer, Jane
2880 Woodbury Road
Shaker Heights
Cleveland, Ohio
Trowbridge, Alice Mason
260 Lincoln Street
Englewood, New Jersey
White, Malcolm Eminger
2140 Reyburn Road
East Cleveland, Ohio
fiTotnohan
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LeFevre, Mabel Muree
Berne, Indiana
Muccia, Mildred Florence
110 Riverside Drive
New York City, New York
Rogers, Wava Alene
128 Spruce Avenue
Orlando, Florida
Southgate, Frances
909 Essex Road
Birmingham, Alabama
Trammell, Thomas Walker
24 Fifth Avenue
New York City, New York
Tullis, James Lyman
1010 Hippodrome Building
Cleveland, Ohio
Whitelaw, Aubrey Hutchins
1 Park Avenue
New York City, New York
Warner, Mary Eugenia
111 South Lexington Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota
Weston, Norman Betts
Wilton, Connecticut
Bigelow, Amelia Elizabeth
1288 Bryden Road
Columbus, Ohio
Winant, Daniel
1278 President Street
Brooklyn, New York
Marion, Carol
1 Rogers Road
Stamford, Connecticut
Hoidale, Carol Silverson
2008 Pillsbury Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Hyde, Elizabeth Billings
77 Gates Circle
Buffalo, New York
Washburn, David Cheney
115 Bliss Road
Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Beim, Helen Marie
1601 West 22nd Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Eastwood, Harry Palmer, Jr.
216 East Amelia Avenue
Orlando, Florida
Gordon, Roberta
1325 Dauphin Street
Mobile, Alabama
Whalen, William Francis
246 Depew Street
Peekskill, New York
Christensen, Eileen Pearl
2836 Wooster Road
Rocky River, Ohio
Green, Margaret Jessie
38 Woodward Street
Newton Highlands, Massachusetts
©ottiohan
McNeil, Evaline
4556 Woodlawn Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Moore, John Davison
282 Plymouth Drive
Brightwaters, New York
Nevins, Cornelia Leonard
3108 Fountain Boulevard
Parkland Estates
Tampa, Florida
Raynor, Newton
Lake Ronkonkoma, New York
Mellen, Hughes Edward
156 Lincoln Avenue
Winter Park, Florida
Newton, Arthur Valadier
Scratton Road
New Rochelle, New York
Owen, David Barnes
Lawrence Park West
Bronxville, New York
Warren, Francis Codd
Elizabeth Street
Kent, Connecticut
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^f^HE personalities of the campus
are preserved in these bits of
Rollins life. Many incidents of
interest are forgotten at the time, to be
recalled later in impromptu pictures
that leave a record for later reminis-
cences. These pages contain a jumble-
box of memories of organized and un-
organized Rollins.

7FTHE beach keeps us as
fit as Campbell keeps
his racer. The "X" Club
steeps itself in sunshine.
A tense moment in "The
Thirteenth Chair." We
like the looks of the girls
named Virginia, first in
the hearts of the nation.







AKING pictures. The
K.A.'s are inspected.
Campbell tears up the
beach. Miss Russell
thrilled us all in
-'The
Thirteenth Chair." Too
much walking did it.
Whoa, horsie! The Pi
Phi's go into a huddle.



iHen'S gtfjlettcsi
N UNDEFEATED football team, the increasing
prominence attained by the crew rowing in com-
petition with some of the biggest colleges in the
United States, the fencing team that has spread
Rollins' athletic prestige as far as Annopolis, the S.
I. A. A. convention, and an improved intra-mural
athletic system mark definite steps in progress for
Rollins athletics in the year 1932-33.
Again we have enjoyed a record-breaking Water
Meet, a successful State Interscholastic Baseball
Tournament. The Water Carnival in Orlando partic-
ipated in by Rollins men and women was a new feature.
Tennis, golf, baseball, and swimming have continued as
varsity sports
;
sharing the place left vacant by the
abandonment of basketball.
Athletically, 1932-33 has been very happy and
successful. Touch-football, volleyball, golf, diamond-
ball, tennis, swimming, and basketball have enlivened
the intra-mural competition and are leading the way
toward a successful program of athletics for all, and
all for athletics.
CoacJ) jWcBotoall
WOULDN'T knowingly schedule a game with any team
Rollins could lick 40-0," says Rollins' Head Coach, Jack
McDowall, and adds, "and I wouldn't schedule a game
with a team that could lick us 40-0, either. What the public wants
to see and what is best for the players, too, is even contests."
A season of high-score victories without having his own goal
'ine crossed, is not McDowall's idea of a successful season or one
for which he or his team would deserve great credit. Not from a
standpoint of gate receipts, but because of the effect of evenly
matched games upon the moral and intellectual development of
his players, McDowall is interested in equal contests. As "Direc-
tor of Physical Education for Men," he is not only a coach but
a professor of health and of character development through
sports.
Under McDowall's plan, conforming to Rollins academic cur-
ricula, there are no compulsory athletics. To aid character de-
velopment, and as an incentive to progressive improvement in
health, a variety of organized sports are offered, with competent
coaches for each sport, including football, baseball, diamondball,
archery, crew, canoeing, swimming, golf, and tennis, with varsity
and freshman teams for intercollegiate tilts and with fraternity,
dormitory, and class leagues for intramural teams.
McDowall came to Rollins after making a remarkable record
as an all-around athlete and as a coach in North Carolina high
schools. At N. C. State, he won eleven letters in four sports
—
football, baseball, basketball and track. In football he was named
all-North Carolina back, all-Southern back, and all-time North
Carolina back, and was selected to play on the all-Southern team
Coach McDowall
that defeated the a'l-Western team in Los Angeles on Christmas
Day, 1927. He was captain of the North Carolina State Basket-
ball team and was first baseman on the championship baseball
team at State. In track he held the Southern Conference record
in the high jump from 1925 to 1931 and he still holds the North
Carolina State record.
Jack coaches football, golf, and tennis at Rollins and supervises
all men's athletic and physical education activities. He has the
distinction of being a scholar as well as a gentleman and a good
coach. He spends his summers at Duke University working to-
ward a Master's degree in English and as soon as that has been
tacked on the wall he expects to go after his Doctorate.
V&xgitv Jfootimll
NDEFEATED! For the first time in the history of Rol-
lins College the varsity football team has completed a
season without defeat. For the first time in many years
Rollins has a perfect record in the S. I. A. A. with victories over
all their Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association opponents.
1932 VARSITY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Rollins 7—-Alabama State Teachers 7
Rollins 20—University of Florida "B" Team 6
Rollins 12—South Georgia State Teachers 0
Rollins 6—Miami University 0
Rollins 19—Cumberland University 13
Rollins 7—Newberry College 0
Rollins 20—South State College 13
The all-season record shows that the Tars ran up a total
of 91 points to 39 for their opponents. Although every game
was hard-fought and close, the superiority of Rollins over its op-
ponent in each case was decisive. The tie game which marred an
otherwise perfect record was the first encounter of the season
when the Alabama State Teachers held the Tars to a 7-7 score.
From then on the Tars showed consistent improvement, particu-
larly in the development of their line, the weakest department
of the team at the start of the campaign.
IrTarSttp Jfoottmll
ANDICAPPED throughout the season by the lack of re-
serves, the Tars were forced to put their best foot forward
in every game of the schedule, not one on the list being
classed, either in theory or fact, as a let down. The most impor-
tant victories were those over Miami and Newberry, the defeat of
Miami being the first ever administered them by a Rollins team.
Newberry's defeat was notable in the fact that it was the first
time this season (prior to November 24) that the South Carolin-
ians had failed to score on an opponent. Rollins has established a
record of only two football defeats in three years.
Stars for three years varsity service were awarded to Phil
Horton, Will Rogers, T. J. Morris, Ed Cruger, Shorty Fisher, and
Stan Todd, manager.
Stars for the second year of varsity playing were awarded to
Dan Contini, Ray Miller, Flop Morris, and Dick Washington.
Sweaters and letters for first year playing went to Bud Childs,
John Doyle, Jack Fischer, Linton Malone, George Rogers, Charles
Sealover, Horace Thompson, Ralph Tourtellotte, and Bob Teelin,
manager.
Will Rogers gave his jersey, No. 43, back to the Athletic-
Association at the end of the season. It will be kept on perma-
nent display in the college trophy case "for the inspiration of fu-
ture football players and athletes at Rollins." Hundreds of foot-
ball fans have seen this jersey streaking up and down the grid-
iron many times in the past three years.
Doyle Washington Miller VV. Rogers
Tourtellotte Sealover Cruder Morris Malone G. Rogers Contini
Varsritp Jfoottmll
OLD footballs, "emblematic of an undefeated season" which Rollins
enjoyed in 1932, were awarded to twenty members of the Rollins
football squad and to coaches McDowall, Evans, and Calado at a foot-
ball banquet held December 14 in the College Commons. The "R" Club was
host to the varsity and freshman squads.
Followers of the Rollins team without reservation give coaches Mc-
Dowall and Evans, former North Carolina State star athletes, full credit for
the success of the Tar Team. The team showed the benefit of expert coach-
ing in every game, particularly on the offensive. During the preceding two
years Rollins lost only one game each year, then came the climax for the
seniors on the team with participation on an undefeated team. From the
status of a rather weak opponent in the past, Rollins has become feared by
other colleges as one of the strongest small college teams in the southeast.
Individual stars this season were Will Rogers, Dick Washington, and
Ray Miller in the backfield ; Danny Contini at end ; Flop Morris at center
;
and Ed Cruger at guard. Long touchdown runs by Will Rogers, the 150-
pound "pride of Dover, New Hampshire," kept the Tars ahead many times
this season. He is undoubtedly one of the finest halfbacks in the South-
east. Contini, who is credited as being one of the smartest players ever to
wear the blue and gold of Rollins, has played brilliantly on the defense in
every game. Cruger, veteran guard, always reliable and efficient, will be
sorely missed next year. Flop Morris, the center, and Ray (Heimie) Miller,
a smart quarterback and clever ball carrier, share the distinction of having
played every minute of every game of the season.
Mm'* 3ntra=ifflural atretics:
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Winner of the Gary Trophy
:
The "X" Club
Runner-up for Championship:
Kappa Alpha Fraternity
INTRA-MURAL COMPETITION WINNERS
Touch Football : "X" Club
Cross Country: Chase Hall
Individual winner: Douglas Chalmers, Chase Hall
Tennis: "X" Club
Tennis : Singles—Eastwood, "X" Club ; Doubles—Eastwood and Robert-
son, "X" Club
Basketball : "X" Club
Volleyball : Kappa Alpha
Golf : Kappa Alpha
Individual winner: Burleigh Drummond, Kappa Alpha
Diamond Ball : Kappa Alpha
Leading Batter: George Ganson, "X" Club (New Record of .588)
Swimming: "X" Club
TEAM STANDING FOR THE YEAR
With the termination of the season, the various fraternity and dormi-
tory teams stood on record with the following points for varsity rating in
intra-murals
:
Kappa Alpha, 1262; "X" Club, 1265; Theta Kappa Nu, 730; Rollins
Hall, 660 ; Delta Rho Gamma, 565 ; Chase Hall, 455 ; Kappa Phi Sigma, 405
;
and Rho Lambda Nu, 335.
COACH McDOWALL
Will Rogers Half-Back
Flop Morris Center
T. J. Morris Tackle
George Rogers Tackle
Danny Contini End
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Unbefeatet
John Doyle Half-Back
Ray Miller Quarter-Back
Richard Washington. .Full-Back
Jack Fischer Guard
Don Fisher Half-Back
GEORGE ROGERS
Tackle
PHIL HORTON
Quarter-Back
RAY MILLER
Quarter-Back
JOHN DOYLE
Half-Back
JACK FISCHER
Guard
TOMMIE THOMPSON
Tackle
RICHARD WASHINGTON
Full-Back
FLOP MORRIS
Center
O -C5
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Ralph Tourtellotte . .End
Bud Childs End
Charles Sealover . . . .Guard
Ed Cruger Guard
Linton Malone Guard
DANNY CONTINI
End
BUD CHILDS
End
Tommie Thompson . . . .Tackle
Phil Horton Quarter-Back
Stuart Morse Guard
Stanley Todd Manager
Bob Teelen Manager
ED CRUGER WILL ROGERS T. J. MORRIS
Guard Half-Back Tackle
1
LINTON MALONE
Guard
RALPH TOURTELLOTTE
End
DON FISHER
Half-Back
CHARLES SEALOVER
Guard
Standing: Elliott. Peper, Foster, Fassett, Brown, Whitelaw, White, Winant, Washburn, Chalmers
Sitting: Cooper, Mines, Whalen, Owen, Carmody
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Cy/OKN BAKER, "R" Brown, Bill Carmody, Doug Chalmers, Doug
^11 Cooper, Spig Fassett, George Hines, Frank Foster, George Ganson,
Charles King, Loring Peper, Dave Washburn, Bill Whalen, Dan Win-
ant, and Bill Worthen were awarded numerals for play on the 1932 fresh-
man football team. Dexter Elliott and Jim Holden received numerals for
managerial service.
THE SEASON'S RECORD
Rollins Frosh 25 New Smyrna Independents
. 0
Tampa Junior College ... 12 Rollins Frosh 7
Florida Military Institute . 25 Rollins Frosh 6
Sanford High School ... 20 Rollins Frosh 0
Standing: Morse, Doyle, Lawton, Washington, Morris, Evans, G. Rogers, Ott
Sitting: W. Rogers, Bralove, Fuchs, Dunlop, Winant, Buttner, Tourtellotte
SCORES
University of Florida . 5 Rollins 3
Rollins 6 South Georgia State . 5
Montreal, Canada . . 13 Rollins 0
DeLand All-Stars . . 13 Rollins 9
DeLand All-Stars . 4 Rollins 1
Sebring Firemen
. 8 Rollins 3
Georgia State Teachers . 10 Rollins 5
Georgia State Teachers 6 Rollins 5
South Georgia College . 10 Rollins 1
South Georgia College . 14 Rollins 5
Louisiana Tech
. 18 Rollins 1
Rollins 7 Louisiana Tech . . . . 5
University of Florida . . 13 Rollins 0
University of Florida . 7 Rollins 1
Baseball letters and sweaters for first year's play
were awarded to Ed Buttner, Dan Winant, and Stewart
Morse, manager. Stars for second year's play were
presented to Bob Fuchs, Bernie Bralove, Al Stoddard,
Ralph Tourtellotte, Don Dunlop, Will Rogers, Dick
Washington, T. J. Morris, and John Doyle.
Bob Evans, head baseball coach, will lose only Morris,
Rogers, and Dunlop from next year's team roster.
Coach Evans
Standing: Cudniore, Weston, Sullivan, Abbott, Brown, Whitelaw, Bonelli, Edwards
Sitting : Roberts, MacKey, Liehtenstein, Thomas, Chalmers
Creto
^Sfl'/Sfl^f ^
wo victories over Asheville School crews, one win over Indian River
/I /I j School, and scheduled ran-.- wiili Harvard University ami Massachusetts [nsti-
tftfl lute of Technology, Rollins' L933 varsitj new is determined to [an rowing
^^^^^ in a high place on the college's athletic curriculum.
The members of the crew have not only worked a full year at practice, but they have
had to finance both trips north. They hope that since they have been able to establish
intercollegiate athletic relationships with at least two of the major universities that a
team appropriation will be granted them and that possibly at least one four-oared shell
may be obtained.
At the beginning of the year there were thirty candidates for crew. Intensive train-
ing commenced at Christmas time. Some of the men "couldn't take it" and at spring
vacation there were only nine oarsmen and two coxswains reporting daily. Handicapped
in numbers and in equipment, these eleven men and Coach Oldham have kept right on,
and they are determined to do their best at Harvard on June 2 and at M. I. T. on June 5.
Varsity crew insignia will be awarded to Captain George Edwards, Manager and
Coxswain Shorty Chalmers, Ed Jenks, John Cudmore, H. P. Abbott, Richard Brown,
Norman Weston, Ed Bonelli, A. H. Whitelaw, Jay Williams, and Coxswain Joe Liehten-
stein.
Second row: Coach Roney, Camp, Bcthe, Mitchell, Dike
First row: Hall, Captain Marchman, Gchrmann
Jfenctng
The season's record for the past year is as follows
:
Rollins 12
Rollins 2
University of Florida 3
Rollins 10
Navy 16
Princeton 14
The Citadel 3
University of South Carolina 1
Rollins 0
The Citadel 4
Rollins 1
Rollins 3
Fencing, the baby sport of the Rollins athletic family, is rapidly growing
up. Without experience, the team made a good enough showing this year
to merit the following schedule for 1933-34: For the Fall Term of 1933.
matches have been arranged with Georgia Tech, Emory University, Univer-
sity of South Carolina, and The Citadel. For the Spring Term, 1934, they
have bouts with Harvard, Yale, Princeton, New York University, Army,
and the Navy. Either Harvard, or Yale, or Princeton will fence Rollins at
Winter Park during the Founders' Week exercises.
The 1933 Rollins Varsity fencing team was composed of Captain Watt
Marchman, Jonathan Hall, Rupert Mitchell, David Bothe, Dick Camp and
John Gehrmann. Marchman will receive the only letter awarded this year,
as one full year's service is required.
•3 -3
Standing: Sweet, Robertson, Cooney, Sehofield, Davis
Kneeling: Kuhns, Captain Eastwood, Dunbar
Cennts!
/^P*HE Rollins Raqueteers of 1932-33 had a most successful season this
Lf\j year with four wins and three losses for a total of seven week-end
tournaments. This was a big improvement over last year when
Rollins failed to garner a single victory.
Led by Captain Palmer Eastwood, Rollins singles champion, the team
which boasted only one veteran from last year, Bob Dunbar, displayed a
brand of team work and playing ability which earned them the righteous
respect of all opponents.
The Tars got away to a good start by trouncing the Eustis Tennis Club
for the season's opener, following up with a win over the Cocoa Club. Flor-
ida University came down and stopped the Rollins march by out-stepping
the Tar team by a fair margin ; but the following week it was only by hard
playing that the 'Gator squad held off the threat of a Rollins revenge, at
Gainesville. The Rollins squad next tripped up a confident Orlando team
the following week, only to bow to a revengeful Eustis team the week after.
The Tars rounded up the season by stopping the Stetson Hatters at DeLand
in the season's final in easy style.
Men who receive letters this year are : Captain Palmer Eastwood, Carroll
Cooney, Bob Dunbar, Carl Sweet, Bob Robertson, Ben Kuhns, Fred Seho-
field, and Milford Davis, manager.
Merrill, Johnson, Enck, Brown, Miller, Turner, Ward
#oif
fttotmrntng
Standing: Abbott, Shattuck, Peeples, Goeller, Worthen
Kneeling: Apgar, Eaton, Cudmore, Coleman
Sitting: Davies, Malone, Edwards, Warren, Moore
Standing: Enck, Mines, Fassett, Cooptr, M.lier
Sitting: Bralove, Morse, Winant, Ganson, Moon
"3T Club Wnmng Eeam
intradural Pasffeetball
Hortt.n, Drummond, Stulflebeam, Whalen
&appa &lpfja OTtnning
Ccam
intradural #olf
intradural ^TollepbaU intra Jttural tennis
Happa glpba OTinntng "3T Club Winning fteam
&eam
Standing: Doyle, Howden, Thompson
Sitting: Carrison, Stufflebeam, Horton, Cruger Eastwood, Robertson
Momen'si ^itfjlettcs
/7fP HE range of Women's Athletics at Rollins has broadened each year
so that there are now enough activities to attract the most athleti-
cally-inclined girl or the one with the most casual interest in sports.
Miss Marjorie Weber, the director of the physical education department,
has been ably assisted for the past two years by an undergraduate, Con-
stance Wetherell. The girls participating in the more than ten sports
offered for instruction play a large part in making them a success in that
they arrange the schedules for all games, care for equipment, and generally
assist in every way possible. In charge of each sport there is a student,
appointed by the board of the Women's Athletic Association, whose par-
ticular duty it is to arouse interest and enthusiasm in her sport and to aid
in its conduction. This student is called a sport head.
A varied program of activities is offered each term of college. In the
fall the women have the choice of basketball, the major sport, archery, golf,
tap-dancing, and tennis which are repeated in the Winter Term, with field
hockey as the major sport, and canoeing and fencing added. The spring
term sports include swimming and volleyball as majors, archery, tap-danc-
ing, tennis and golf.
The final games in each sport are played between the two Odd-Even
teams which are composed of the best members of the four class teams.
These teams fight keenly for the school championship and their members
receive high W. A. A. point scores.
^lottiohan
Rice Eldredge Jaeger
Jfenctng
Fencing, introduced last year, is
so new that it has no sport head to
represent it.
Standing: Knowlton, Hara, Butler, Nohl, Murphy
Kneeling: Shepherd, Fullington, Parker, Newby, Mitchell, Lynip
Sitting: Lynch, Rogers, Barrows, Greene, Jenkins
Hockey is the winter term major sport. Its head is Lucy Greene.
JJagfeettmll
Basketball, headed by Mary Trowbridge, is the fall term major sport.
Standing: M. Trowbridge, Hara, Butler, Thayer
Kneeling: Lynch, Rogers, Parker, Barrows, Nohl, A. Trowbridge
Sitting: Fullington, Newby, Greene, Camp
P . *bi *jJe" ... ..... jf
Standing:: Trowbridge, Vincent, Thayer, Butler. Kneeling: Hiller, Putnam, Murphy
tennis;
Tennis, which may be played throughout the year, has "Bill" Murphy at its head.
^brimming
Swimming is a spring term sport and Thelma VanBuskirk is its head.
Standing: Hills, Parker, Shepherd, Southgate, Hara. Mitchell, Smith, Cleveland
Sitting: Yust, Peirce, Cutter, VanBuskirk, Lynch, Greene, Jarrcll
Standing: Matthews, Instructor; Cushman, Townsend, King, Alexander, Clark. Sitting: White, Gleason
glrcfjerp
Archery, a popular, all-year sport, is headed by Nancy Cushman.
VollepfwU
Volleyball is one of the major sports of the spring term.
Standing: Putnam, Lynip. Kneeling: Rogers, Murphy. Sitting: Camp, Hara, Carson
Banting
ANCING has been one of the most interesting parts of the women's
athletics at Rollins this year. During the fall term there were classes
in musical comedy routines and others, and there was a beginner's
tap class under Miss Weber. In the winter term tap classes were continued,
and Miss Weber taught a class in natural dancing. This class worked with
scarves and learned several interesting dances as well as rhythmic exercises.
During the spring term, Miss Wetherell taught advanced tap dancing,
concentrating on soft-shoe, clog, and tap routines.
Mme. Olive Scott-Fanelli has been teaching Denishawn dancing this
year, and completed her season with the presentation of a dance recital at
the Annie Russell Theatre.
Barrows, Lynch, Greene, Rogers, Fullington, Murphy, Lynip, Jenkins, Stanwood, Shepherd, Eldredge,
Knowlton, Nohl, Camp, Hara, Butler, Mitchell
Sltfetng
Hiking is another sport available throughout the year. Betty Lynch is at its head.
Canoeing
Canoeing, a spring term sport, is headed by "Pete" Jarrell.
Standing: Yust, Peirce, Huffman, Taylor, Cleveland, Nohl, Hara, Fisher
Sitting : Connor, Greene, Fullington, Jarrell, Lynch, Hills
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TUDENT government, in close cooperation with
the administration, has always played a salient
part in campus activity.
It is through the Press that students have found
space to see in print their individual expressions of
criticism, sentiment, and loyalty.
To those few who have reached excellence in some
phase of activity on the campus, academic or extra-
curricular, the Honorary Organizations are open as a
recognition of their leadership and ability.
Besides the various Councils and Honor Organiza-
tions, there are Clubs designed to fit the special inter-
ests of the individual, whether it be in the mysteries
of the French language, or in the abolition of war from
the face of the earth.
STUDENT COUNCIL
Standing: Munger, Higley, Johnson. Seated: Rathborne, Barber, Rogers, Miller
Not in picture: Butler, Hara
{Efje is>tuijent dissociation
HE numerous interests and activities carried on by students on any
college campus are mirrored in the degree of self-government that
is maintained. Rollins, especially in the last few years, has offered
many examples of liberal self-government. The student body of the
campus has organized itself into a group called the Student Association.
All regularly enrolled students of the college who have paid their Associa-
tion fee are members of this organization.
For the sake of central management, the student body has placed at
the head of the Association an executive body known as the Student Council.
The membership roll of the Council includes the president, vice-president,
and secretary of the Student Association, and equal representation from
each division of the college. Among the qualifications for membership to
the Council are active leadership in many of the college activities, personal
KAY HARA BILL MILLER MARY LYNN ROGERS
Vice-President President Secretary
popularity, and a willingness to assume the responsibilities of formulating
and directing the policies and platforms of the student body.
The Student Council, in close cooperation with the administration, has
tried at all times to promote the general interests of the student body as a
whole. Within the field of athletics, the Council has encouraged all students
to participate fully in any sports that appeal to them. Not only does the
Association encourage activity in the various types of athletics, but it also
regulates the necessary finances for the support of them.
During the past year Bill Miller was wholeheartedly selected to serve
as president of the student body, which position he has filled with the
efficiency and conscientiousness that were expected of him. The extent to
which the Association has succeeded in its year's work may be detected in
the response the students have made to its leadership ; and the success that
it has attained may be measured in the degree of loyalty to the college of
each student that is a prospective alumnus.
The Student-Faculty Discipline Committee, a committee working some-
what parallel to the Student Council, is an organization composed of the
Dean of the College, the Dean of Men, the Dean of Women, four members
of the teaching staff, and six men and women representatives from the
student body, nominated by a committee appointed by the Student Council.
The actions of this Discipline Committee, although somewhat independent
in its relation to the Administration and the Student Association, neverthe-
less provide the medium for the exchange of ideas leading toward better
STUDENT-FACULTY DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE
Standing: Parsons, Long, Carrison, Hakes, Lounsbcrry. Seated: Enyart, Anderson, Bingham
Other members of the committee: Drier, French, Newman, Paekham
understanding and sympathy between students and faculty of the college.
The Committee, in addition to its other duties, also has charge of those
special cases of discipline that sometimes arise, and it provides such cor-
rective measures for them that are necessary for realizing the ideals of the
college. The few cases that have come under its jurisdiction have been con-
ducted in absolute fairness in every respect, and its decisions have been
accepted in nearly every instance without question.
The Social Committee of the College, represented by members of the
faculty and the Student Association, has complete control over all social
events as they occur on the campus. The committee for its convenience
has arranged a social calendar in order to avoid conflicts in the times and
dates of social affairs. Other duties of the committee have consisted in
setting the hours that the girls are allowed "out" in the evenings, in deter-
mining the length of dances, in granting late permissions wherever it sees
fit, and in deciding the number of chaperones needed at dances, parties,
and other mixed social events. In general the committee may be said to
look after, in the best interests of all, the social life of the College.
The Chapel Committee, organized for the first time shortly before the
date of the formal opening of the Knowles Memorial Chapel, consists of
from twelve to fifteen undergraduate members working under the guidance
of the Dean of the Chapel, Dr. Campbell. The Chapel Committee in its
wide activity, represents the interests that students take in promoting the
affairs of the Chapel. Special programs for holiday occasions, such as
Christmas, Easter, Mothers' Day, and other such days, are suggested and
arranged by the committee. Ushering during chapel exercises constitutes
one of its principal duties. The committee also has charge of the social
service work that is being carried on at all times for the needy in the com-
munity. During December of 1932 a special Christmas Fund amounting
to over three hundred dollars was raised for work in social service. Many
other benefits performed in the neighborhood and on the campus have been
part of the good work of the Chapel Committee.
Because of the great diversity of its work, ranging from duties directly
associated with the College Chapel, to the serious charity problems arising
in the community, the committee has seen the necessity of subdividing itself
into smaller working organizations. A chairman is appointed each year
to lead each of these small organizations. The duties of these sub-commit-
tees are those pertaining to some particular phase of the various duties
under the directorship of the main committee, such as the program com-
mittee, the ushering committee, each sub-committee getting its name from
the nature of its functions.
Standing: 15. Barber, Cruger, Parsons, Kyner, Beckman, Eaton, Miller
Sitting: Child, Durkee, Fuchs, Fawcett
ftfje 3nter=Jfratermtj> Council
HE Inter-Fraternity Council is made up of a group of men represent-
or [> ing the various national and local fraternities on the campus. Its
^^ purpose is to bring the fraternities into closer affiliation and agree-
ment, and to establish a spirit of friendliness and cooperation in their rela-
tionship with one another. Among the Council's duties in the past has been
the making of rules controlling the rushing and pledging system, and to
reduce to a minimum any friction arising from its operation. Another
duty has been to preserve peace among the fraternities under its jurisdic-
tion. Laws and by-laws are made from time to time, with the purpose of
maintaining a better understanding, better harmony, and a more lasting
fellowship among fraternal men on the campus.
Each fraternity has two of its members representing it on the Council
Board. Officers of the Council are elected in rotation in the order of the
founding of the fraternities on the campus. The officers for the past year
were: Ed Cruger, President; Bill Miller, Vice-President; and Bill Ehart,
Secretary-Treasurer. In May, new officers for the school year of 1933-34
were elected as follows: Brewster Durkee, President; Bernard Bralove,
Vice-President, and Stuart Eaton, Secretary-Treasurer.
The program for next year includes a re-consideration of the present
inter-fraternity rules, with the view of revising and strengthening the by-
laws, and making new rushing rules for next year.
Standing: Currier, Knowlton, Weeden, Williams
Sitting: Fariss, Wright, Wood, Pendexter, Fontaine, Fullington, Davenport
1&i)t ^anfjellenlc gtooctatton
>^ IMILAR to the Inter-Fraternity Council in its aims and purposes, the PanhellenieAnk Association exists on the campus as a group of representatives from the various
sororities, working in unison to produce general group policies acceptable to all.
CPG' In its work, the Association has charge of regulating and revising the rushing
and pledging system, and has sought to smooth out differences that sometimes arise
among the sororities. It acts as a meeting-place for the development of good-will, peace
and cooperation among the sororities on the college campus. Sorority problems other
than controversies are sometimes discussed, and a general program of activity for each
year is proposed.
The Panhellenie Association has worked hard during the past year trying to arrange
s suitable system of rushing that will be fairer, more simple, and clearer to both new
girls and the sorority members. In addition, it has at all times kept in close cooperation
with the college administration in trying to settle any group difficulties that relate
directly, or indirectly, to the women's organizations.
The Association is comprised of two members from each of the sororities on the
campus. Executives are chosen from among the members present by a certain system
of rotation. The members filling the officer, for the year were: Deborah Williams, Pres-
ident; Jean Fullington, Vice-President; and Jeanne Fontaine, Secretary and Treasurer.
At a meeting- held late in the year, officers for the following year were elected: Mary
Ruth Jarrell, President; Cornelia Barrows, Vice-President; and Mary Lynn Rogers,
Secretary and Treasurer.
In announcing the program for the coming year, the Panhellenie Association plans
to function along lines similar to the past year, but hopes to make some slight change:'
in the rushing and pledging rules.
Standing: B. Barber, Child, Kyner, Trevor, Black, G. Barber
Sitting : Bellamy, Wattles, Lang, Ottaway, Childs, Davenport
QLfyt "Publications; Union
EVERAL YEARS ago, in an effort to insure practical cooperation between the
three publications supported by the Student Association, it was found necessary
to gather the heads of these publications together, with representation from
the student body, the administration, and the faculty, to form an executive
body. This body became known as the Publications Union. Since the time of its
establishment, the Union has continued to operate in the best interests of the college's
publications; and the success that it has gained m|ay be observed in the business-like
efficiency with which it operates. In spite of the severe depression in the business
world, not one of the campus publications has yet shown an operating deficit.
In addition to cur.tomary business proceedings during the year, a few important
questions were discussed, such as the inclusion of the advertising manager in the board
membership, setting the rates and commissions of advertising, and like questions having
direct bearing on the publications.
At the present time there are about fifteen members in the Union, including the
editors, associate editors, business managers, advisers, student representatives, and the
advertising commissioner. These members have in their power the selection of the
editors and business managers of all publications for the following year.
James Ottaway, who was the advertising commissioner for the year, acted as chair-
man of the meetings, and Mr. E. T. Brown served as Secretary.
W. A. A. Board. Standing: Cushman, Taylor, Parker, Trowbridge and Lang
Sitting: Murphy, Hakes, Wetherell, Fullington, Weber, Carson, Lynch and Hara
Women's &tf)Ietic Association
FFICERS: Jean Fullington, president; Doris Lang, vice-president;
Holly Lynip, secretary ; and Kathleen Hara, treasurer.
The Women's Athletic Association is the largest active organ-
ization on the Rollins campus. Its purpose is the fostering and promoting
of a spirit of cooperation and sportsmanship in athletics and a high stand-
ard of physical efficiency among the women of the College.
A large number of the women students participate in the Association
sports which include basketball, field hockey, volleyball, tennis, golf, arch-
ery, horseback riding, dancing, of all kinds, and the acquatic sports.
The Association has done a great deal to make possible a successful
program of athletics for women, by creating an interest in the various
sports, by helping to manage as well as to finance them, and by rewarding
in a suitable way those who have been faithful and able.
Miss Marjorie Weber, who has for four years been a most competent
director of women's athletics at Rollins and Miss Constance Wetherell are
advisory members to the board of the Women's Athletic Association.
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Standing: Gibney, Fullingrton, Hara, Hooker, Fontaine
Sitting: Morse, Child, Kyner, Marchman, Kuhns
tEomofean i£>taft
Boyd Kyner, Editor
Stewart Morse .
Deborah William
Ben Kuhns
Jeanne Fontaine
Janet Gibney . . .
David Bothe ....
Ruth Hooker
. . .
Stanley Palmer
Boyd Kyner Editor-in-Chief
Wallace Child Business Manager
Watt Marchman Associate Editor
Marion Morrow Associate Editor
Jean Fullington Administration Editor
Alice Butler Senior Editor
Lula Cashwell Classes Editor
Duke Wellington. .Men's Athletics Ed.
Kay Hara. . . . Women's Athletics Editor
Yervant Aristakes. .Organizations Ed.
Fraternities Editor
S Sororities Editor
Photography Editor
Assistaiit Photography Editor
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant W allace Child
Assistant Business Manager
©ottrohan
Standing: Huffman, Ottaway, Bothe. Camp, Birnie. Jones, Earle, Howell, B. Barber. Davenport, Clough, Gowdy
Sitting: Hart, G. Barber, Bellamy, Lang. Wattles, Lynip, Bralove
On ground: Shepherd, Burk, Long, Gibney, Longest, Bedford
®f)e H>anb£pur
^•^HE "Rollins Sandspur", the weekly college newspaper, is now in its thirty-ninth
1 I year of development, and is rapidly becoming one of the leading college weeklies
in the country. A larger, more experienced staff, and better defined departments
have contributed largely toward its improvement. The Sandspur is run on a
strictly business-like basis and is financially independent. It has long been the means
by which students might express themselves, and several student opinions on current
topics are published each week. Its sharp, clear editorials bring to light the true aspect
of the various college controversies during the year, and the world news is summarized
into a few short cryptic sentences each week. Rollins news, however, is the main theme
of the journal, and all of the college events are clearly and carefully recorded. This
year many students have shown active inter-
est in the Sandspur, and, as a result, several
new feature articles have been appearing in its
columns from time to time. For the last two
years the Sandspur has taken the cup awarded
to the best college newspaper in Florida, and
last year, in a national rating, it was placed in
the first of five divisions. Doris Lang was
editor-in-chief during the past year, and Robert
Barber was business manager. In the early
part of May, the Publications Union elected
George Barber editor-in-chief for next year,
with Robert Stufflebeam as his business man- Rob Barber
ager. Business Manager
•3 -3
Standing: Wunsch, Camp, Abbott, Black
Sitting: Limerick, Trevor, Swan, Childs, Cutter
Not in picture: Trammell, Apgar, Higley
tEfje Jflamtngo
**<f|%UR aim: to incorporate in this magazine the spirit of creative controversy; to
be interesting and representative." Such was the foreword to volume VII of
The Flamingo. Feeling changing conditions and circumstances The Fla-
mingo grew to include, besides the best literary
work obtainable on the campus, a "Dust AND
Heat" column where campus problems could
see the light of day and contrast. An editorial
spoke "In these pages pertinent and even im-
pertinent questions may be discussed. The
Flamingo is first of all a college magazine." A
college magazine is representative of the whole
college. It endeavors to be well balanced in its
material, alive, and to present facts rather than
pure opinion. On this plan The Flamingo
proceeded, coming out on the fifteenth of every
Warren Apgar month ; the product of a hard-working staff and
Business Manager an appreciative student body.
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Woodhull Dickson Apgar
^•^HE "R" Book is a student publication designed for the benefit of in-
1IL coming students. It is published annually for the purpose of assist-
ing new students during orientation week to become better acquaint-
ed with Rollins. The book contains information concerning the faculty,
student officers, the student council, fraternities, clubs, ratting rules, college
songs and yells, the football schedule, the college traditions, and many other
subjects of interest to a new Rollins student.
Although this book has always been published by the Y. M. C. A. and
Y. W. C. A. groups on the campus, next year the work will be taken over by
students interested in journalism. It is expected that the "R" Book will
soon become a member of the Publications Union and take its place with the
other student publications.
This year the "R" Book was co-edited by Olive Dickson and William
Woodhull with Warren Apgar as business manager.
Standing: Rogers, Child, Morris, Wattles, McDowall, Wilkinson, Garrison, Fordham, Fisher, Hanna
Sitting: Anderson, Barber, Ottaway, Cruger, Miller, Horton, Enyart
Not in picture: Dr. Holt, Weinberg, Kyner
(^micron Belta 2£appa
WAS established at Rollins in 1931. It is an organiza-
4^ tion which includes those men who are most prominent
*^ on the campus in athletics, publications, debating, and
other activities.
Since its founding at Rollins two years ago, ODK has connected itself
with many college affairs. It has assumed an active part in conducting
Freshman Week ; it inaugurated a Safety Week for motorists ; it has revived
the St. Andy tradition ; and for the first time Honors Day appeared as a
regular part of the college calendar this year. In all its work ODK's ideal
is to make Rollins a better college.
Tapping takes place twice each year at the semi-annual Honors Day in
the presence of the entire student body. Only junior and senior men are
eligible for membership, and at no time does the active roll exceed six per-
cent of the male students.
For the first time the Alpha Iota Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa was
represented at a national convention held at Duke University, Durham,
North Carolina. Dean A. D. Enyart, Edward J. Cruger, Philip W. Horton,
and Robert Barber were the representatives sent to Duke. The Rollins
Circle has maintained a national honor standing since its establishment here.
Top row: Aristakes, Man h man, Miller, Kyner, Carrison, Ottaway, Johnson
Middle row: VanBuskirk, Lynch, Bellamy, Hart, Lang, Longest, Korns, Goss
Bottom row: Childs, Full in stun. Rogers, Barber, Dickson, Lihhy, Brett
Not in picture: Bergonzi, Cashwell, Cruger, Currie, Cutter, Kinser, Morris, Mosteller, Wright
Collins! ^>octetp
HE Rollins Key Society, organized on the campus in 1928 as an honor-
ary society, now numbers thirty-one students as members. Its pur-
pose is "to study, discuss, and strive to further the best interests of
Rollins College, to encourage graduate work among Rollins students, and to
seek to maintain scholarship and extra-curricular activities on a high plane."
Membership in the Key Society is limited to students in the Junior and
Senior classes, or students who are in the Upper Division. Candidates for
membership must have a two point scholastic average or its equivalent
under the New Plan, and must be prominent in campus activities.
This year, the Key Society, after some consultation with Dean Anderson,
decided to try and revive the Contract Plan, which was proposed a year ago.
An investigation was carried on among faculty and students, and after some
time, it was found that the Contract Plan, as such, was not considered fea-
sible. However, many of the people consulted favored the plan of having
some type of advance information given about courses.
As a result, the Key Society recommended to the Administration that a
syllabus of each course be placed on file, either in the library or some con-
venient place in Carnegie Hall, these syllabi to be available for students be-
fore registration. This will probably be carried out next year.

Algernon ^pbnep g>ulltoan JfflebalUon
~ti N 1925 the New York Southern Society, in order
to perpetuate the memory of its esteemed founder,
established the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award.
This award, which is a bronze medallion, is intended
to "recognize and encourage in others those same
principles of love for and service to man, which were
his dominant characteristics."
Rollins College is one of fourteen Institutions
chosen to bestow this award. It may be given each
year to not more than one man and one woman of
the graduating cla:s and to one other person who is
not a student at the College. In determining the
recipients of the award, "nothing shall be considered
except the possession of such characteristics of heart,
mind and conduct as evince a spirit of love for and
helpfulness toward other men and women."
The first Medallion was presented by Rollins Col-
lege to Irving Bacheller, the novelist. The citizen
award for this year was made to Father Fox of
Orlando.
g>atnt &nbp
T. ANDY, a plaque bearing
the name and likeness of
Andrew Carnegie, has be-
come deep-rooted in the tradi-
tions of Rollins College. A con-
stant contest is always carried
on for the possession of this fa-
mous plaque. As a general rale
it appears upon the campus once
every year, and then there is a
terrific rush for it. After the
melee has subsided, St. Andy will
be found to have disappeared as
mysteriously as it came.
Standing: Anderson, Davis, Bralove, Johnson
Sitting: Pierce, Newman, Dreieer
^j^k I KAPPA DELTA is now entering upon the twenty-first year of its existence.
The first chapter was granted to Ottawa University, Kansas Alpha, and the
Constitution was signed by the ten National Founders, January, 1913. The ten
Ml founders of the national forenric honor society came upon the idea of launching
this Greek honor society when they realized the need for some reward or honor for
orators and debaters in the Smaller Colleges. John A. Shield and Egbert Ray Nichols
were two of the ten founders who are credited with the idea of which resulted in this
forensic organization.
Rollins College organized the 142 chapter in 1932. Florida Alpha, as the chapter
is designated, has at the present nine members.
Professor H. R. Pierce, the Rollins forensic coach, made a tour from Maine to Cali-
fornia, keeping two of the Pi Kappa Delta's from Rollins quite busy in debating during
the Christmas vacation last year.
December 17, they met Oxford University. The debate was broadcast over the
National Broadcasting System. December 19, they debated against Bates College, in
Lewiston, Maine. They traveled West to, and appeared before, the Convention of the
National Association of Teachers of Speech in Los Angeles, California. That was
December 29. They met North Carolina State College in a direct clash debate, winning
all three clashes. In keeping these engagements they traveled 8,000 miles.
The name Pi Kappa Delta was chosen as being superior in euphony and in motto
to all other names suggested. The initial letters of P. K. D. are contained in the phrase
Peitho Kale Dikia, the art of persuasion, beautiful and just.
The magazine is "The Forensic."
Standing-: Sackett, Aristakes, Carter, Fullington, Pittman, Wilkinson
Sitting-: Enyart, Smith, Lounsbury, Packham, Tory, France, Anderson
Other members not in picture: Brett, Cashwell, Clarke, Cruger, Fawcett, Johnson, Miller, Munger, Spurr,
Stiles, Thomas
p #amma jWu
Founded at Southwestern College, Winfield, Kansas, 1924
I GAMMA MU, the National Social Science Honor Society, one of the few
•^rj national organizations on the campus, was installed at Rollins in the Spring
^fnr Term of 1932 at a time when it was too late to adopt an active program for
* the year.
This fall, with Richard Munger as President of the organization, Jeanne Carter as
Vice-President, and Dr. Arthur D. Enyart as Secretary, the chapter adopted a policy
of holding meetings the second Tuesday of each month. At these meetings round table
discussions were frequent, the faculty members taking an active lead in the discussions
on current events of national interest. Some of the most outstanding topics of the day
were considered, such as President Roosevelt's many-sided duties, the Bank Moratorium,
the President's different attacks on the Depression, and other similar subjects of univer-
sal importance.
The purpose of the Pi Gamma Mu Chapter is to inculcate and further the ideals of
scholarship and social service, and to develop a scientific attitude and approach to all
social problems as they occur.
Although there is no limit to its membership numerically, it is the purpose of Pi
Gamma Mu to restrict its election of members to those who have been prominent in
some field of Social Service work. Students who are in the Upper Division, having a
major in one of the social science subjects, and who have maintained a high scholastic
standing in their academic work, are eligible for initiation in the Chapter.
Standing: Goss, E. Ranson, Winant, McKay, L. Ranson
Sitting-: Welsh, Stearns, Wright
$f)i 2Peta Jfratermtp
HE Phi Beta Fraternity was founded ten years ago at Northwestern
University in Evanston, Illinois, having for its ideals the promotion
of music and drama. The intrinsic aim of this honorary fraternity
is to teach its members to lead a life of service, and to seek the development
of the highest type of womanhood.
The Theta Chapter of Phi Beta was established at Rollins in 1923, and
rapidly became one of the most popular groups on the campus. The group
is still very strong and influential, and those who are selected as new mem-
bers are indeed honored. The organization performs many services for
the college, one of which has been the furnishing of music during intermis-
sions of Drama Productions in the Annie Russell Theatre.
There are three different forms of affiliation with the Phi Beta Fra-
ternity, and they are the actives, the honoraries, the patrons and patronesses.
Miss Annie Russell, the well-known director of the Annie Russell Theatre,
is acknowledged as one of their patronesses.
Standing: Aristakes, Davis, Edwards, Riggs, Harrington, Sweet, Buerk, Klosterman
Sitting: Dr. Georgia, Kew, Russell, Askevold, Anderson
&f)o Eappa INgma Jfratemttp
HE Rho Kappa Sigma Fraternity, an honorary chemistry organization, was
founded in 1928 by a group of earnest students wishing to bind together in
brotherhood their interests in chemical science work. Dr. Georgia, the head of
the chemistry department, became the faculty advisor to the then new organi-
zation. The purposes and aims of Rho Kappa Sigma are expressed in their pledge to
encourage friendship in chemical work, to promote leadership in scholastic achievement,
and to aid in the development of technical preciseness in dealing with the fundamentals
of chemistry. Another one of its underlying purposes is to establish in its members a
sound scientific attitude in dealing with life problems. As there has been no elected
officers in the organization, each member takes the responsibility which ordinarily
would be delegated to an executive staff.
As a result of the high standing which the fraternity has tried to maintain, some
of its alumni members have been honored at different times with scholarships for their
work. Two or three years ago one of its graduated members was granted a fellowship
for a year's advanced chemical study in Germany.
The organization has tried to limit its membership to those students who show the
greatest aptitude for chemical work; and because of added laboratory facilities and a
larger chemistry staff, a greater interest has been taken in the fraternity during the
past year. Because of these improvements, the organization has been more nearly able
to reach the ideals and purposes that were incorporated at its founding.
Standing1 : Eaton, Durkee, Miller, Worley, Malone, Sealover, Dunlop, Washington, Morris, Contini
Sitting: W. Rogers, Tourtellotte, G. Rogers, Doyle, Child, Horowitz, Cudmore
ftfje "E" Club
HE "R" Club is an honorary athletic organization made up of the
men who have earned their letters in the various major and minor
sports, including football, basketball, baseball, swimming, golf, and
tennis. For a man to receive a letter, sweater, service star, or emblem for
his services, and then to be included in the membership of the club, is to
receive one of the highest honors that the student association, through the
athletic department, can bestow.
At the close of the football season, the "R" Club sponsored an annual
banquet, at which time the football men are presented with sweaters and
letters in recognition of their good sportsmanship. This year the greatest
tribute ever paid to a man on the Rollins football team was given whole-
heartedly to Will Rogers. It was decided to place his sweater on permanent
exhibition in the showcase in Carnegie Hall, to be a constant reminder to
succeeding generations of the excellence he reachd in his playing.
Later in the year, at an Honor's Day assembly in the Annie Russell
Theatre, first and second year letters were awarded to men on the golf, base-
ball, basketball, swimming, tennis and fencing teams. Over thirty letters
in all were given to the players.
The "R" Club, in following an annual custom, will assist in the selection
of the year's outstanding athlete, the man who has been at all times the best
player in different athletics, and who, because of his leadership in them, has
contributed most toward upholding the loyal spirit and reputation of Rol-
lins College.
Ufa ^trls
^tf*HE Women's Athletic Association,
rather than the Physical Educa-
tion Department, makes awards
of letters and sweaters to athletically
inclined girls. Awards are made on the
basis of a point system, and "R's" are
given to those girls who have earned at
least a thousand points by participation
in various sports.
There are only two "R" Girls this
year, one of whom—Lula Cashwell—was
not in school the winter term when the
above picture was taken. The other,
Kay Hara, was awarded a letter in her
sophomore year, and received her second
one at the May Banquet of the Women's
Athletic Association. Jean Fullington,
a senior, and Mary Lynn Rogers, a
junior, were awarded "R's" at this time.
At Commencement each year the Phi Mu Athletic Trophy is presented
to the most outstanding, all-round girl athlete in school. Those eligible
are "R" Girls, or ones receiving an "R" at the May Banquet.
Besides the letter, W. A. A. offers appropriate emblems to members of
the winning Odd or Even team in sports such as basketball, and to the high
point individual in golf, archery, and tennis.
The difficulty of obtaining the W. A. A. awards makes them all the
more desirable, and adds to the honor carried by the trophies.
"BERKELEY SQUARE"
Bollins Cfjeatre ISiorfesljop
1932-33
Director Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Executive Assistant, Lois Lake Ransom
Costumes Mary Elizabeth Ransom
Scenic Craftsman Boyd F. Kyner
Robert Black
Rosamond Carson
Betty Childs
Natalie Cole
Burleigh Drummond
ROLLINS PLAYERS OF
Kathleen Hara
Jean Jackson
John D. Kelsey
Boyd F. Kyner
Edwin Libbey
1932-33
Celestina McKay
Lois Lake Ransom
Thelma VanBuskirk
Robert Warfield
Eleanor Wright
STUDENT DIRECTORS OF 1932-33
Betty Childs
Robert Currie
Boyd F. Kyner
Lois Lake Ransom
Thelma VanBuskirk
Eleanor Wright
Mrs. Lynch, Director
The Rollins Theatre Workshop, founded in 1925, has
always tried to present the advanced students of proven
ability in artistic productions before the public. The
interpretation of the play through original character-
izations by the students has always been the first con-
cern of the Workshop. It has always striven for artistic
development in all the branches of the theatre arts.
During the past two years the Workshop has had the
inspiration of Miss Annie Russell's help in its various
productions. Miss Russell has set a new standard of
dramatic excellence on the Rollins campus.
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"HOLIDAY"
tolling theatre TOorksrtjop
CALENDAR
In the Annie Russell Theatre:
November 5—Philip Goes Forth, by George Kelly
December 9—Alison's House, by Susan Glaspell
February 10 and 16—Holiday, by Phillip Barry-
March 9 and 10—Berkeley Square, by John Bladerston
March 13—The Man from the Dark, by Charles Brooks. (Matinee)
April 27 and 28—Iolanthe, by Gilbert and Sullivan
(Cooperating with the Glee Club;
Professor Harold Sproul, Musical Director.)
June 3—Merton of the Movies, by Kaufman and Connelly
Matinees in Recreation Hall:
Helena's Husband, by Phillip Moeller
Treasure, by McKay
Cupid's Shaft, by Daisy Atterbury
The Rehearsal, by Christopher Morley
Off-Campus Engagements:
Winter Park High School
Orlando High School
Winter Park Woman's Club
Colonial Orange Court Hotel, Orlando
Tourists' Club, Mount Dora
Order of the Eastern Star, St. Cloud
Woman's Club, Winter Haven
Top row: Chalmers, Bergonzi, Aristakes, Eaton, Davis, Roberts, Tullis, Applegate, Ehrlich
Middle row: Steuer, Hills, Shepherd, VanBuskirk, Birnie, E. Libbey, Taylor, Morse, Smith, Yust
Bottom row: Eldredge, Trevor, M. Libbey, Graessle, Windsor, Fontaine, Murphy, Gantt, Marion
Other members not in picture: B. Bergronzi, Bird, Chapin, Huffman, Shares, Trowbridge, E. Goldsmith,
Green, Jennings. Greene, K. Shepherd, Woodhull. Wright, Robinson, Lennof, French, Pasco,
Johnson, Gene Smith, Showalter, Williams
QTfje <§lee Club
/mmafHK most successful season ever enjoyed by the Rollins Glee Club! Such is the/ 1| proud and well-deserved boast of that organization for the school year of 1932-33.\F \j The Glee Club took one overnight trip to St. Petersburg, where they gave a fine^^ concert to a packed house, early in the winter. Later they made a second trip
to Mt. Dora, presenting a well-received concert before the Tourist Club. The greatest
and most outstanding achievement of the entire year, however, was the presentation of
the Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, "Iolanthe", given two nights to a wildly enthusiastic
audience, who acclaimed it as one of the finest dramatic and musical productions ever
presented at Rollins.
Plans for next year's Club are even more ambitious, the sched-
ule calling for three out-of-town trips to St. Petersburg, Jack-
sonville and Mt. Dora; two home concerts; and climaxing the
season, the presentation of another opera, which probably will be
"The Mikado." It is likewise hoped that this production will be
given at the Little Theatre in Palm Beach sometime during the
winter season, where it will attract the attention of scores of well-
known music lovers.
The Rollins College Glee Club is open to every member of the
student body who is interested in music and choral work. It is
probably the only organization on the campus which offers such
an opportunity for personal pleasure, cultural advancement, and
the development of that spirit of harmony and comradeship which
only music can foster to so large a group of students. The Glee
Club is a paragon among the college clubs, in that in its ability
to encourage individual and group expressions of harmony, it
Sproul, Director typifies the true spirit of Rollins College.
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bai,sh. Eldredge. M. Libbey. Anderson, Karst, VanBuskirk, SmithSeco d row: Wright, E. Libbey, keezel. Bowen, Welsh. Hills, Shepherd, Graessle, Siewert. Eaton,
Mosteller, Wilkinson
first row: Sproul, Dougherty, Ehrlich, D. Bcrgonzi, Robinson, Fontaine, B. Bergonzi, Parsons, Yust,
r>*i. r>- r,- Tullis, AristakesOthers: Birnie, Biscoe, Greene, Greer, Sylvester, Windsor, Davis, Roberts, Bird, Luce. Stanwood, Clark
3 Capella Cbotr
URING the past year the campus saw the organization of an A Capella Choir
composed largely of college students, that has taken a remarkably prominent
place in the choral and musical art of college. After a period of training under
the expei-t guidance of Mr. Sproul, the choir has been able to give many impres-
sive performances. Every Sunday morning the choir leads the Chapel Meditation Service-
and on more formal holiday
events special programs, appro-
priate to the occasion, are con-
ducted.
&fje iflale <&uartet
The Rollins Male Quartet, or-
ganized early in the year by
Bruce Dougherty, is one of the
most popular small organiza-
tions on the campus. Besides
two concerts at home, others
were given throughout the state,
including engagements at Moun-
tain Lake, Sebring, and the Lake
Placid Club. The members of the
Quartet are Robert Currie, fir?t
tenor; Edwin Libbey, second
tenor; William Mosteller, bari-
tone; Richard Wilkinson, bass;
Bruce Dougherty, director, and
Emily Sellers Dougherty, accom- 0 . ..
nanist Standing: Currie, Libbey, Mosteller. WilkinsonSitting: Emily Sellers Dougherty, Bruce Dougherty
Bralove, Pierce, Dreicer
Boiling Befcate &eam
HE Rollins Debate Team, having but little more than two years of inter-collegiate
debating, is rapidly making a name for itself in forensic circles. This year the
team has had an unusually successful season with a record of two long motor
trips to various parts of the country.
The feature debate of the year was with Oxford University of England. This
clash was broadcast over a national hook-up of thirty-two stations from the N. B. C.
studios at Station WEAF in New York City. From New York the team traveled to
Los Angeles, where they entered a national debating contest. On the second trip the
Rollins team met several of the southern colleges, and returned home undefeated. Alto-
gether the debaters traveled over ten thousand miles, going from Florida to New York,
fromi Maine to the lofty caps of the Rockies, and from there to the balmy skies of Cali-
fornia.
Among the colleges debated were: Dublin University, Dublin, Ireland; Oxford
University; University of Florida; Emory University; North Carolina State Teachers'
College; Davidson University, and many others. At Los Angeles, the Rollins debaters
demonstrated the new clash plan with North Carolina State before the National Teachers
of Speech Association. This is the first time that under-graduate speakers have ever
been invited to speak before this organization.
Next year is one of great prospect, as both varsity debators, Maurice Dreicer and
Bernard Bralove, are expected to return.
Standing: Pierce, Hiller, Vincent, Tourtellotte, Sealover, Eaton, Davis, Goldsmith
Sitting: Dreicer, Butler, Bralove, Johnson, Dailey
Wt)t (Oratorical gtariatton
HE Oratorical Association of Rollins College was founded by Harry
Raymond Pierce, instructor in Public Speaking and Debating. The
purpose of the Association as expressed at its founding is "to promote
and encourage the development of the speech arts among under-graduate
students." A meeting of the Association is held in the Public Speech Studio
every Wednesday night, and students are encouraged to recite speeches
prepared for class, give impromptu talks, furnish humorous sketches and
many other types of entertainments. During the last year the Association
has had many exceptionally fine programs prepared by its various members.
Presidents of the Association for the past years have been Morris Book,
Jack Brown and Maurice Dreicer. The officers for the present year are:
Bernard Bralove, President; Tommy Johnson, Vice-President; and Alice
Butler, Treasurer.
All students are invited free of charge to attend the meetings of this
organization. Students who are anxious to obtain experience in perform-
ing before audiences have an excellent opportunity for expression in the
Oratorical Association.
Standing: Parker, Huffman, Jones, Earle, B. Lang, Harbottle, Hara
Sitting: Long, Cushman, D. Lang, Trowbridge, Brett
On ground : Yust, Gaines, Gibney
tolling Hittwtp i£>octetp
^t^HE Rollins Literary Society was founded in April, 1927. During
tl . this year Miss Frances Grover, while acting as an instructor in
^tei^ history, noticed the great need for an organization with the aim of
fostering student interest in literature, and she was very influential
in founding the club. The object of the Society, since the date of its estab-
lishment, has been to increase the knowledge of, appreciation for, and inter-
pretation of various types of literature ; and it has at all times stressed
the necessity for creativeness in all phases of its literary study.
A new plan of action for next year is under consideration. It is hoped,
if this plan should be adopted, that each girl will take a more active part
in the Society's programs than has been possible up until this time.
Membership has been limited to about thirty girls, who are admitted
by personal application and by vote of the club. Any girl, showing by her
attitude to possess an active, creative interest in literature, and who wishes
to amalgamate her originality and interests with others having similar
attributes, is eligible to apply for membership.
Officers elected to serve for the year were : Doris Lang, president ; Mary
Trowbridge, secretary-treasurer; and Nancy Cushman, program chairman.
•3
-C3
Standing: Jaekal, Ganson, Winant, McKean, Allen, Ott, Barber, C. Ganson, Robie, Dunn
Sitting: Loughrey, Richards, Nohl, Jaeger, Fishback, Libbey, Bedford
On Ground: Christensen, Breck, McKay, Clark. Shepherd
KoUtttfii g>tubto Club
HIS year the Studio Club organized itself under a new constitution.
Instead of a limited membership, all those interested in any line of
art were invited to attend the bi-monthly meetings. The discussions,
largely centered on the appreciation of art and its value in our world today,
were often lead by various invited speakers and members of the faculty.
Energy in the club's activities for the most part has been concentrated
on their several "Art Marts" in Orlando. The Washington Arcade served
well in giving the young artists of the college and many of their friends a
chance to display their work. The Club has found pleasure in the successes
of these "Marts," and plan to continue them next year.
The Studio Club was hostess to the Florida Federation of Art during
its visit to Winter Park, and it plans to invite them for a second visit next
year. 1
Art pilgrimages over the state and beach parties on Daytona Beach are
among the plans being made for the club's activities for next season.
Those who held offices in the club this year were: Margaret Jaeger,
President
;
Mary Louise Nohl, Secretary ; and Elisabet Richards, Treasurer.
Standing: Elizabeth Broatch, Carol Hoidale, Ann Clark, Mary Virginia Taylor, M. Hayward, Nancy Gantt,
Mme. Hayward, Peggy Green, Mme. Grand. Betty Chapman
Sitting: Mary Elizabeth White, Jane King, Victoria Peirce, Ernestine Hills, Carol Marion, Anne Grand,
Sally Brown
Not in picture: Peggy Jenkins, Wallace Goldsmith, Geraldine Burk, Lucy Green, Hughes Mellen, Ruth
Hooker, Stewart Eaton, Marlen Eldredge, Barbara Lang, Alfred Newton, Barbara Parsons,
Helen Jackson, Robert Orr
He Cercle Jfrancatg
HE aim of Le Cercle Francais is to further the knowledge of France,
the French people, and the literature and ideals of France. The
club is a member of the Federation de l'Alliance Francais aux Etats-
Unis et au Canada, which is an international organization consisting
of approximately two hundred and fifty societies.
This year the officers of the club were: Sally Brown, president; Jane
King, vice-president; Hughes Mellen, treasurer; Barbara Lang, secretary;
and Marlen Eldredge, chairman of the program committee.
The club holds its meetings every other week and has an outside speaker
of note whenever possible. It is the policy of the club to have receptions
for college visitors who are particularly interested in France and French
people and customs.
A great deal of interest was stimulated this year through the generosity
of Mrs. Gage, who made it possible for all Rollins students to see a French
motion picture of Moliere's "Monsieur Pourceaugnac." The Murat celebra-
tion also added greatly to the activities of the Rollins Le Cercle Francais
which should go a long way in doing its part toward establishing more
understanding relationships with our European neighbors, the French.
Standing: Hanna, Black, Seholfield, Applegate, Parker, Long, Grand, Bothe
Sitting: Mrs. Lamb, Williams, D. Lang, Fullington, Shepard, Cristensen, H. Lamb, Sackett
On Ground: B. Lang, A. Lamb, Smith
Other members not in picture: B. Barber, Fisher, Galbraith, Graham, Hoidale, LeRoy, Ott, Roberts,
Robinson, Valdes, Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Shippen
€1 Ctrculo
€*panol
L CIRCULO ESPANOL is designed for students who manifest an interest in
the language, literature, art and history of Spain. At its bi-weekly meetings.,
students participate in Spanish plays and games. Occasionally, talks are given
by guests from Spanish-speaking countries.
The officers of the club elected for the year were: Frederick Sackett, President; Jean
Fullington, Vice-President; Kathleen Shepard, Secretary, and Guilford Galbraith, Treas-
urer. Sehora Antonia Gonzalez Lamb acted as sponsor.
The members of El Circulo Espanol took part in a program of entertainment at the
Noyes Art Exhibit where many Spanish scenes were represented. The club made a week-
end tour to Tampa in February in order to practice speaking Spanish, eat Spanish food,
and see Spanish plays. It was host to the Tampa delegation of the Loyal Knights of
America, a society of Spanish-speaking people organized to promote good citizenship.
Last year the Rollins Spanish Club became affiliated with El Instituto de las Er.panas
of New York City, and took part in the annual Cervantes contest. Kathleen Shepard
was the Rollins winner for 1932. This year El Circulo Espanol of Rollins cooperated
with the other Spanish clubs of Florida in the Cervantes celebration at the Annie Russell
Theatre, April 23.
The study of Spanish is of essential interest to the students of Rollins because so
much of Florida's history can best be approached through the medium of the Spanish
language and also because of our proximity to Spanish-speaking countries. Conse-
quently, the Spanish club is one of the most active groups on the campus.
Standing: Edwards, Davis, Tullis, Askevold, Applegate, Sealover, Riggs, Harrington, Rice
Sitting: Abbott, Nohl, Lynch, Donaldson, Trowbridge, Feuerstein
Wi)t #erman Club
«^0R those who maintain an interest in the German language and
people, the German Club is indeed an appropriate organization.
tmJJ Their informal meetings, usually held at the home of Dr. Feuerstein,
are a source of pleasure to all that attend them. The real aim of the group
is to foster in the students, through the agency of social group meetings, a
natural fluency in conversational German. Many students have taken ad-
vantage of this marvelous opportunity to improve their vocal as well as
their literary mastery of the German tongue.
The membership of the club is drawn mostly from the German classes,
although there are those who attend occasionally merely because they are
interested in a general way.
It has long been the policy of the club to encourage the student mem-
bers to carry on the activities and to plan the meetings. Consequently, each
week different members of the club take charge at the meetings. In this
manner all members learn something of the formal use of the language.
Impromptu plays and skits are featured at these weekly gatherings, and
many amusing and clever situations are created. Besides the entertain-
ments, discussions and reviews of recent books and plays constitute an im-
portant part of the programs. During the past year H. P. Abbott presided
as president of the organization.
KINGSLEY KARNOPP
Secretary- Treasurer
JACK HIGLEY
President
JOHN CUDMORE
Vice-President
39. m c. a.
CHARLOTTE ROTHBONE ELIZABETH CURRIER
Secretary Vice-President
CELESTINA McKAY
President
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Standing: Mrs. Pfister. Mr. Pfister, John Moore, Warren Apgar, Francis Acker, John Bullock
Sitting: Frank Foster, Eliza Windsor, Ernestine Hills
Cfjrtsttan Science
HE Christian Science Society at Rollins College was founded in Janu-
ary, 1932. The purpose of this worth while group is to bring to-
gether the faculty and students who are Christian Scientists and
give them help and inspiration. The weekly meetings are not restricted to
members of The Christian Science Church, however, for members of the
student body or faculty who are interested are cordially invited to attend.
Thus the group aims, through its meetings, to acquaint everyone with the
ideals and faith of Christian Science.
Since its formation the society has held its meetings on Tuesday even-
ing of each week. Last year the group met in the Speech Studio, but this
year it has been gathering together in the Knowles Memorial Chapel. The
Christian Scientists as yet are the only religious group to use the Chapel
as a meeting place. During this year, foremost among its activities was the
sponsoring of a talk by Dr. Lyman Powell, noted educator, philanthropist,
and preacher, and author of the most recent book on the life of Mary Baker
Eddy, founder of the Christian Science movement. Mr. and Mrs. Jean
Jaques Pfister have been most active in fostering the movement on the
Rollins Campus. Next year the Society plans to present several all-college
lectures by prominent speakers in the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
The officers of the organization for this year were : Laura Eliza Wind-
sor, president; Francis Acker, vice-president; John Moore, secretary; and
Virginia Orebaugh, treasurer.
Snme Eus&ell theatre
THEATRE STAFF
Director of the Theatre Miss Annie Russell
Assistant to Miss Russell
. .
. Robert Warfield
.George Cartwright
Harold Mutispaugh
Stage Technician
Treasurer
SCHEDULE OF PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCES
November 19— The Murder in the Red Barn—Jitney Players
December 15— Edith Wynn Matheson
January 19— Curtis Quartette
February 4— Indian Princess (dancing)
February 9— William Harms (piano)
February 22— Mme. Luboschutch (violin)
March 2— The Thirteenth Chair—Miss Russell
March 3— The Thirteenth Chair—Miss Russell
March 4— The Thirteenth Chair—Miss Russell
March 6—Ruth St. Dennis
April 23—Cervantes Celebration—Benjamin De Loache
The International Relations Club was established in 1923 under the auspices of the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. The purpose of the Club is to provide
for the establishment and development of an intelligent public opinion concerning inter-
national affairs. This is carried out by weekly or bi-weekly meetings, where timely
questions are discussed. Through the affiliation with the Carnegie Endowment the
Club also receives a number of important books in International Relations each year.
This year the Club has had the opportunity of entertaining several very interesting
speakers at open meetings. These have included: Dr. Thomas Chalmers of Harvard
University; Dr. Chi Meng of the China Institute; Senor Mencia and Dr. Paul E. Selsam,
both affiliated with the League of Nations, and Dr. John Barrett, noted figure in Inter-
national affairs. The club sent Agatha Townsend, the secretary; Chandler W. Johnson,
and Professor Alan P. Tory to the Tenth Annual Southeastern Conference of Interna-
tional Relations Clubs, held at Emory University and Agnes Scott College, Decatur,
Georgia, April 20 to 22.
Officers are: President, John S. Gehrmann; vice-president, Mary Lee Korns; secre-
tary, Agatha Townsend; treasurer, Robert C. Dunbar; and faculty advisor, Professor
Alan P. Tory.
The Liberal Club was founded in the fall of 1930 by a group of Rollins undergradu-
ates and faculty members who desired to provide a forum for the free discussion of
controversial questions both general and local. There were no requirements for mem-
bership, no regular times for meeting, no dues or any other formalities. Officers call
meetings when occasion seems to demand. These meetings are always open to anyone
wishing to attend. The purpose of the organization is to promote free discussion and to
keep alive the liberal spirit at Rollins.
The most important activity of the club this year has been the raising of forty
dollars from the faculty and student body sent to aid the legal defense of the Kentucky
miners, under the auspices of the American Civil Liberties Union.
Officers are: president, John S. Gehrmann, and secretary, Agatha Townsend.
Snternattonal delation* Club
liberal Club
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RATERNAL organizations are as old as history.
M In former times men banded together to face
the unknown. Masonry was founded during the
perils of the Middle Ages. Today fraternities are
formed not to combat vague terrors, but to present a
happy unified front to the years of college life, and to
allow the student to share his experiences with others,
rather than travel an unlightened path alone.
The thrills of rushing, pledging and initiating are
an integral part of the college program. The firm
bonds of friendship that are born in collegiate frater-
nities do not end with the close of the senior year, but
continue through the years until the "grim reaper"
snuffs out the last spark of life. There are six frater-
nity groups on the Rollins campus waiting to welcome
new men, and to kindle the Rollins spirit in them to
an even higher and finer flame.
Edward J. Cruger Harold Parsons Ralph Howe David Washburn Charles King Paul Ney
Will Rogers John Doyle Phil Horton Jim Gowdy William Whalen
George Carrison Rupert Mitchell Robert Stufflebeam Robert Black Robert Stevenson John Baker
&appa &lpfja ®vtttv
HE Kappa Alpha Order was founded at Washington and Lee Univer-
sity, December 21, 1865. It soon attained the reputation of being
a first-class southern fraternity; and on December 12, 1927, the
Alpha Psi Chapter of Kappa Alpha Order was established on the campus.
The motto on its crest read: "Dieu et les Dames" ; the colors selected were
Crimson and Old Gold, and the flowers Magnolia and Red Rose.
Since the date of its installation, the Alpha Psi Chapter of Kappa Alpha
Order has been predominant in practically every field of campus activity.
During the past year, under the presidency of George H. Carrison, members
of K. A. have participated with outstanding success in varsity football,
Richard Shattuck Donald Fisher Edward Sullivan Ray Miller Thomas Evans
Burleigh Drummond Jack Howden John Brown Edward Rollins Horace Thompson Gordon Jones
George Barber Thomas Johnson John Sutherland George Rogers Robert Barber
Other member: Clayton Childs.
^appa gUpfja 0ttttx
publications work, intra-mural athletics, drama, O.D.K.and class leadership.
Its membership at present includes thirty-three "southern gentlemen,
Suh," coming from sections of the southern part of the United States as
widely diversified as the border of the Mason and Dixon Line will allow,
and united under the ideals of chivalry, congeniality, service, and loyalty.
Seniors in the present membership list are George Carrison, Will Rogers,
Donald Fisher, Robert Stevenson, Phil Horton, and Ed Cruger. These
men have all achieved significant records at Rollins, five of them having
been members of O.D.K. since the beginning of their junior years.
The faculty memebrs of the Order are Mr. A. J. Hanna and Mr. Rhea
Smith, and the house chaperone Alan Tory.
George Edwards frank Wetherell Allan Stoddard Linton Malone
David Owen Stanley Todd Jack Fischer Everett Roberts Paul Worley
HE Florida Alpha Chapter of the Theta Kappa Nu Fraternity was
the outgrowth of Tau Lambda Delta, the first men's fraternity on
the Rollins campus. It was installed in 1924 mainly through the
efforts of Dean Winslow Anderson, one of the four founders of Theta
Kappa Nu. The first chapter house was located in the former president's
house, which is now Sparrell Hall. Faculty members are: Winslow S.
Anderson, E. F. Weinberg, and Jack W. McDowall.
This year the chapter moved to 373 East Comstock Avenue, with Mrs.
James E. Bartlett as house mother for the third consecutive year. Only
six members were able to return this year, but eleven other men have been
pledged. The executive offices at the beginning of the year were held by
Allan Stoddard as Archon and Treasurer, and Frank Wetherell as Oracle.
Milford Davis Charles Sealover William Carmody Stuart Eaton
George Christ Anthony Merrill Loring Peper Earl Beekman
Other members: Ted Kew, Charles Robinson
Cfjeta l^appa J2u
In spite of the small number of members this year, Theta Kappa Nu has
kept on top in the Intra-mural Tournament, finishing the year in third
place. The Theta Nu's are also well represented in other athletics, publi-
cations, clubs, and many other extra-curricular activities. Besides leader-
ship in campus events, it is the second ranking scholastic fraternity on the
campus, having been but barely pushed out of first honors for the Scholar-
ship Cup. Many house parties and smokers were given for visiting alumni
and friends at various times in the year. The members graduating are
Jack Fisher and Stanley Todd.
The present executive officers are: Frank Wetherell, Archon; Allan
Stoddard, Treasurer; and Stuart Eaton, Oracle. Other officers are: Earl
Beekman, Chaplain
;
Anthony Merrill, Captain of the Guard ; and Milford
Davis, Scribe.
Donald Berry William Harrington Kinjrsley Karaopp William Woodhull
Joslyn Butler Bill Ehart Donald Thomas Watt Marchman Jack Ott
&appa $i)f ^><sma
N 1926 there were only two men's fraternities at Rollins College. One
of these was at the time made up largely from the athletic group of
students, and the other was just as completely social.
During the fall of that year a group of students which did not seem to
fit into either of the above were drawn together, and finding themselves
naturally congenial, they decided to form a club. On February 13, 1927,
they announced the organization of a club of twelve members, which met
in dormitory rooms for the remainder of the year. This club became the
Greek letter fraternity, Kappa Phi Sigma, in the spring.
The following year a house was rented on the shore of Lake Virginia
and the organization was admitted to the Interfraternity Council. Growth
of the fraternity has been steady and its prestige has increased each year.
It has been successful in competition on the campus and has made a place
for itself in athletic and social activities.
Brewster Durkee Sloat Hodgson David Teachout Gifford Warner
Edwin Libbey Duke Wellington Floyd Shor Eugene Smith
Not in picture: Everett Dwight, Howard ShowaKer
The fraternity has been very fortunate in the selection of its honorary
members, which include: Dr. Charles A. Campbell, Dean of the Knowles
Memorial Chapel ; Dr. Edwin Osgood Grover, Professor of Books and a
member of New Hampshire Alpha of Phi Delta Theta ; Mr. E. W. Rollins,
donor of Rollins Dormitory for men; Mr. Cornelius A. Pugsley, donor of
Pugsley Dormitory for girls; Hon. W. R. O'Neal; Mr. Fred C. Allen, mem-
ber of Georgia Alpha of Phi Delta Theta; and Mr. Ray Stannard Baker,
well-known author and a member of Phi Delta Theta at Amherst.
Kappa Phi Sigma owns its own chapter house, which is built in a modified
Spanish style, two stories high. It is pleasantly located near the lake and
close enough to the campus for convenience.
Kingsley Karnopp as president, Brewster Durkee as vice-president,
William Woodhull as secretary, and Donald Berry as treasurer have ably led
the fraternity through a happy and prosperous year.
Robertson French Cooper Coleman Eastwood
Cudmore Mize King Moon Miller
"3T Cluti
HE "X" Club was founded at Rollins College in 1928 with the purpose
of organizing a club for those men whose fraternities were not repre-
sented on the campus. From such small beginning, the "X" Club
has grown to be today one of the first ranking organizations of the campus.
The Club's membership roll has increased to over twenty activities. This
year, being represented by its members in almost every phase of extra-cur-
ricular activity, the club won the Gary Trophy, symbolical to the winning
of the Intra-mural Sport Championship. Besides the Gary Trophy, they
won other intra-mural cups in the following activities: Touch Football,
Tennis Singles, Tennis Doubles, Basketball, and Swimming.
The activities of the club, however, extend not only to sports but also
to the publications and student government positions. Several of its mem-
ETcrmahan
Winant Morse Fassett Bralove G. Ganson
Enck Hines Morris Parsons C. Ganson
"3T Clufc
bers have been honored by election to various executive and honorary soci-
eties as a recognition of their interest and active loyalty in affairs pertain-
ing to the campus.
"X" Club has risen from its original founding five years ago to the place
that it now occupies, and each year brings new success and a stronger inter-
nal bond than that of the year before. It is the hope of the organization
that next year it will rise to an even higher level than it has in the past.
The officers of the club for the year were : T. William Miller, President
;
Bucklin R. Moon, Vice-President; and Frank Ripley Parsons, Treasurer.
Mr. S. H. Bingham and Mr. R. W. France are the faculty advisors.
The Club occupies an attractive home on the shores of Lake Virginia,
directly across from the college.
Richard Washington Joseph Morse Porter Kyner Dexter Ward
Wallace Child James Holden Norman Waldo Bill Fletcher
ELTA RHO GAMMA, organized in the fall of 1930 by a group of ten
students living in Chase Hall, petitioned the college to function as
a fraternity on October 24, 1930. Four days later the administra-
tion officially sanctioned the movement, and Delta Rho Gamma made its
first appearance on the Rollins campus as a fraternity.
The colors selected by the fraternity were black and gold, and its motto:
"Vitam Impendere Vero."
Since its founding, Delta Rho Gamma has occupied two chapter houses,
the Newby home at 391 West Fairbanks Avenue, and its present location
on the corner of Fairbanks and New York Avenues.
Professor Harry Pierce of the Rollins Public Speaking Department, and
Professor Cecil Oldham of the History Department, are the faculty mem-
bers and advisers of the organization. Mr. Larry Lynch was elected to
honorary membership.
Ralph Tourtellotte Bill Tilden Malcolm White James Veasey
Stanley Palmer Dexter Elliott Boyd Kyner Norris Clark
Belta $M)o <§amma
In the fall term of the past school year, Delta Rho Gamma was the
recipient of the scholarship cup, presented by Dr. Hamilton Holt to the
fraternity maintaining the highest scholastic average for the year. To
keep the cup in its possession, Delta Rho Gamma will have to continue to
place first in the scholastic rating among the fraternities.
Some of the social events of the year included the annual fraternity
banquet in the Perrydell Tea Room of Orlando, an informal smoker at the
home of Larry Lynch, and several other social functions of like nature.
The fraternity wholeheartedly entered into nearly every branch of
athletic service, and it also had excellent representation in student publi-
cations, honor societies, and other leading campus organizations.
The officers of the year have been : President, Wallace Child ; Vice-Pres-
ident, Boyd Kyner ; Secretary, Norman Waldo ; and Treasurer, Willis Tilden.
N November 27, 1930, in Chase Hall Dormitory, Rho Lambda Nu fraternity was
founded. The charter members were: Charles Watts, Philip Boardman, Franklin
Cobb, Donald Adams, Wenzel Brown, Olive Lodge, Fredric Welling, and Victor
Miller. The faculty sponsors were Dr. Thomas P. Bailey and Fleetwood Peeples.
Although the organization has been rather small in size, it has developed in numerous
other ways. It has always stressed a high moral and cultural standard for its members.
Its members have been picked because of their character and personality. During
1931-32, the group grew until it had eleven members at the end of the college year. Good
teams from the fraternity were entered in intra-mural basketball, in volleyball, tennis
and swimming competitions. Several members made varsity teams during the year.
The fraternity was greatly handicapped in the fall of 1932 because only four of the
eleven members returned to college. However, the group withstood the test in good spirit,
and by the end of the Spring Ternu had added four new men to its membership roll.
At the present time there are eight active members in the organization. Bob Fuchs was
elected to serve his second term in the chair as president of the fraternity.
During 1932-33, Rho Lambda Nu entered strong teams in intra-mural events, and
placed third in the annual intra-mural swimming meet. One of its members was
selected for the varsity baseball team, one was on the crew, two on the swimming team,
and three received scholastic honors by their election to Pi Gamma Mu, the national social
science fraternity.
Rho Lambda Nu will offer a trophy at the end of each year fdr the young man at
Rollins showing most improvement in all fields of endeavor.
Sororities!
seven National Panhellenic Sororities on the Rollins Campus up-
llly hold the Panhellenic Creed:
We, the fraternity undergraduate members, stand for good
scholarship, for the guardians of good health, for whole-hearted coopera-
tion with our college's ideals for student life, for the maintenance of fine
social standards and the serving, to the best of our ability, our college com-
munity. Good college citizenship as a preparation for good citizenship in
the larger world of alumnae days is the ideal that shall guide our chapter
activities.
We, the fraternity alumnae members, stand for an active, sympathetic
interest in the life of our undergraduate sisters, for the loyal support of
the ideals of our Alma Mater, for the encouragement of high scholarship,
for the maintenance of healthful physical conditions in the chapter-house
and dormitory, and for using our influence to further the best standards
for the education of the young women of America. Loyal service to chapter,
college and community is the ideal that shall guide our fraternity activities.
We, the fraternity officers, stand for loyal and earnest work for the
realization of these fraternity standards. Cooperation for the maintenance
of fraternity life in harmony with its best possibilities is the ideal that shall
guide our fraternity activities.
We, the fraternity women of America, stand for preparation for service
through character building inspired in the close contact and deep friend-
ship of fraternity life. To us, fraternity life is not the enjoyment of special
privileges but an opportunity to prepare for wide and wise human service.
Leah Jean Bartlett
Dorothy Shepherd
Mildred Muccia
Virginia Orebaugh
Hortense Boyd
Eliza Windsor
Marion Morrow
Jane Marshall
/^•P^HE Phi Mu Sorority was founded in Wesleyan College, Macon, Geor-
\3\j gia, January 4, 1852, the second oldest secret organization for
women in the United States.
The Alpha Omega Chapter of Phi Mu was installed on the Rollins
campus in September, 1929. Previous to its installation, it was the Alpha
Omega Sorority, a local organization.
During the past year the members of Phi Mu have been very prominent
in numerous activities, representing the chapter in all types of athletics,
honor societies, publications, and other extra-curricular activities. For
the last three years, as a recognition of the women's part in sports, the
Chapter has presented an athletic trophy to the best girl athlete in the
Upper Division who has earned her "R."
Mary Adelaide Fariss Ileen Campbell Virginia Dunn Alberta Fariss
Kathleen Shepherd Bertha Jennings Dorothy Breek Louise Weeden
Other member: Lulu Cashwell
In addition to the chapter's interest in sports, it has always supported
scholarship as being of primary importance. As a reward for the highest
rating in scholarship, Phi Mu was presented with the Scholarship Cup
awarded each year by President Holt.
The officers of the year were elected as follows : President, Lulu Cash-
well ; First Vice-President, Louise Weeden ; Second Vice-President, Dorothy
Shepherd; Secretary, Alberta Fariss; Treasurer, Mary Fariss; Registrar,
Eliza Windsor ; Historian and Editor, Bertha Jennings. The colors are Rose
and White, and the flower is the Enchantes Carnation. Mrs. Edith Parsons
Sackett served her second year as house chaperone for the group.
The Chapter now has an attractive colonial house not far from the
campus.
M. E. White King Gettys Myers LeRoy Davenport
Palmer A. Jones Hiller Jaekel Tilden
Earle Quinn McWain L. Smith Birkbeck Swan
$i Peta $f)t
I BETA PHI Fraternity was founded at Monmouth College, Mon-
mouth, Illinois, in 1867, under the name of I. C. Sorosis. Several
years later the members of this local group decided to expand and
therefore installed a chapter in another college, and at that time the present
name of Pi Beta Phi was taken. Pi Beta Phi was the first national
woman's fraternity.
The Florida Gamma Chapter was installed at Rollins in the fall of 1929.
The officers of this chapter for 1932-33 were: President, Martha Davenport;
Vice-President, Datrina Knowlton ; Corresponding Secretary, Elinor Estes
;
Censors, Caroline Foster and Harriet Hiller. The fraternity colors are
Wine and Silver Blue, and the flower is the Wine Carnation.
Pi Beta Phi, nationally, is maintaining a Settlement School at Gatlin-
burg, Tennessee, which was founded in 1912 as an altruistic project to
Imlay D. Lang Welhoff Vincent Butler Estes
Southgate Gaines E. Cushman Knowlton Foster
Coleman Cole Edwards P. Jones Hair Thayer
educate and advance the mountaineers. It has became a custom for the
Rollins Chapter each year to sponsor a benefit bridge, the proceeds of which
to go to this school.
This year the Pi Phis have been active in many campus activities.
They have taken part in athletics, in the various classes as class officers,
on the Student Council, the Sandspur and the Publications Union. The
members of the Girls' Debating Team were composed of members from
this fraternity.
Each year Florida Gamma gives the first prize in the Sprague Oratorical
Contest which takes place sometime in May. It gives a Christmas party
for one or two families who cannot afford to give their children a happy
Christmas.
Pi Beta Phi also has scholarships and fellowships which are distributed
every year.
Morse Nevins Currier Mills Cushman
Igou Newell Hart Graham C. McKay Murphy
Burks Rogers Ellis Hara Rand
2£appa liappa #amma
HE Delta Epsilon Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma was established
on the campus January 8, 1932. Before this date, the group enjoyed
the distinction of being one of the oldest Greek-letter organizations
in Florida, and was called Kappa Epsilon.
Kappa Kappa Gamma is one of the outstanding national women's fra-
ternities, having seventy active chapters and one hundred and eight alumnae
organizations throughout the country. It was founded at Monmouth Col-
lege, Monmouth, Illinois, in 1870.
This year the Kappa Kappa Gamma Chapter has sponsored two very
successful benefits, the first of which was a musical comedy, written and
directed by one of the members. The second was a tea dance given at
the Alabama Hotel. The money received from these benefits was sent to
the head office of the National Organization, and was added to a scholarship
fund, which is used for worthy purposes.
Jenkins Davies Rathbone Alexander Wright Lee
Brett Hakes Poling Peirce Fishback
Jackson Trowbridge Harbottle Jones Seasongood M. J. McKay
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Kappa Kappa Gamma sponsored an all college dance in May, at the
Orange Court Hotel in Orlando. In spite of the intemperate weather, the
dance was very well attended, and everyone present seemed to have had an
excellent time. During the fall and winter terms of the past year Kappa
Kappa Gamma held open house, and friends of the members were enter-
tained with tea and witty conversation.
Kappa Kappa Gamma went through a very successful rushing season,
pledging fourteen girls, twelve of whom were later initiated into the
Chapter. The officers for the year have been Mary Lynn Rogers, President
;
Celestina McKay, Recording Secretary; Nancy J. Cushman, Treasurer;
Mary Elizabeth Jones, Corresponding Secretary; and Sara Harbottle,
Registrar. The colors of the organization are Dark and Light Blue, and
the flower is the Fleur-de-lis. The publication is 'The Key."
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Ann Clark Sally Brown Ruth Hooker Geraldine Burk
Barbara Parsons Carol Smith Elfreda Winant Jeanne Fontaine
LPHA PHI INTERNATIONAL FRATERNITY was founded at Syra-
cuse University, Syracuse, New York, on October 10, 1872. For sixty
years the expansion policy has been one of conservatism, the purpose
being to concentrate upon the existing chapters rather than to establish
new ones. The present chapter roll consists of thirty-five active chapters
and fifty-four alumnae chapters.
Alpha Phi has always been a leader in the Greek world. On May 24,
1902, it called the first Inter-sorority Conference at Chicago. A similar
group had met previous to this, but it was not until the Chicago Conference
that a constitution was drawn up and definite plans laid out. Until 1886 no
woman's fraternity had built a chapter house, but in this year it was Alpha
Phi's privilege to take the initiative, and erect at the mother chapter at
Syracuse the first house owned by a Greek letter sorority. Alpha Phi was
also the first woman's fraternity to have a visiting delegate system, which
was later used by many fraternities ; the first to establish an endowment
fund, and the first to publish a history of the first fifty years.
Alpha Phi maintains a Loan Fund for the purpose of assisting in the
building of chapter houses and helping individual students who need
financial aid in order to complete their college course.
Amelia Loughrey Barbara Reed Cornelia Barrows Ruth Vruwink
Ernestine Hills Carol Marion Edith Stephan Jean Cummings
Not in picture: Shirley Stanwood and Hazel-Dorothy Steuer
Publications of the fraternity include the Alpha Phi Quarterly, the
History, the Song Book, and the Alpha Phi Directory. The Flowers are the
lily-of-the-valley and the forget-me-not. The colors are Bordeaux and
Silver-Gray.
The local chapter was granted a charter in the spring of 1931, under a
new system of colonization. Having investigated Rollins, and finding it a
desirable place for a chapter of Alpha Phi, the extension committee appoint-
ed a number of prominent alumnae and officers of the fraternity to select,
in secret, a group of girls as prospective charter members of the chapter.
Twelve girls were chosen, and on May 16, 1931, were granted a charter.
This was the first chapter to be established in the South. Since that time
another charter has been granted at a southern college, the University of
Alabama.
During the past year, a breakfast for the pledges of the campus, a
formal Christmas dance and a reception for the faculty have been the
main events. Informal teas for patronesses and friends have been held
from time to time.
i
Betty Young Peggy Warner Marguerite Libbey Barbara Lang
Petrina Wood Louise Jenkins Ariel Camp Jane Helm Martha May Newby
#amma -phi $kta
HE international sorority of Gamma Phi Beta was founded at the
University of Syracuse on November 11, 1874. The four founders
were Helen M. Dodge, Francis Haven Moss, Mary A. Bingham, and
E. A. Curtis, of which Francis Haven Moss is the only one living today.
The sorority is proud of their many traditions started by this group of
four girls and now in each of the forty-four chapters ; the idea is to main-
tain its standards to the best of our ability.
In the beginning the Gamma Phi Beta colors were light blue, but in
honor of Professor Brown at the University of Syracuse, whose helpful
services were rendered to the sorority, the colors were changed to double
brown. This sorority maintains two camps for under-privileged children,
one in Denver, Colorado, the other in Vancouver, Canada.
At the golden anniversary convention in 1924 an endowment fund of
$54,000 was established.
In the spring of 1928, Alpha Mu chapter of Gamma Phi Beta was in-
stalled in Rollins college. Soon after the Panhellenic council on campus
was started and the first presidency of this local council was held by a
Gamma Phi. Also in 1932 the presidency was held by a member of this
sorority.
Florence Romano Katherine Goss Katherine Putnam Sara Luce
Janet Gibney Jean Jackson Mary Eloisa Williams Roberta Gordon Deborah Williams
Alpha Mu offers a cash prize to the girl who has the highest scholar-
ship record in economics. The object of the prize, which is awarded at
commencement, is to encourage interest in this field among women students.
The chapter also offers a trophy to the sorority or dormitory winning the
volleyball tournament. Permanent possession may be obtained by winning
the trophy three consecutive years.
The Gamma Phis, this year, have been active on, as well as off, campus,
and have been represented in all student publications. Next year a Gamma
Phi will hold the office of editor of the Tomokan. The two women editors
have been Gamma Phis.
The members are interested in all extra-curricular activities, clubs,
dramatics, athletics and committees. This year we had the honor of enter-
taining our Grand President, Mrs. M. L. Hoffman, from Minneapolis, and
Miss A. Holmes, province director of province eight. In the last year the
Orlando-Winter Park alumnae chapter was formed, and after Christmas a
benefit bridge was given. This year four of our members are graduating.
Every Friday during the last year a social tea was given at the attractive
1932-33 Gamma Phi Beta house on 503 West Interlachen Avenue.
Cf)t ©mega
CHI OMEGA, a national organization, was founded April 5, 1895, at
the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas. The founders
of the fraternity were: Dr. Charles Richardson, member of Kappa
Sigma, a men's fraternity, Ina May Boles, Jean Vincenheller, Alice Simonds
and Jobelle Holcombe.
The fraternity today numbers eighty-seven chapters in colleges and
universities in forty-one of the forty-eight states of the Union.
The open declaration of Chi Omega is "Christian ideals and Hellenic-
culture," its flower is the white carnation, and its colors are cardinal
and straw.
An interesting project of the fraternity, nationally, has been the cre-
ation of the National Achievement Award, a medal bestowed annually
upon an American woman who has made an "unusual contribution to the
culture of the world." The medal was first awarded at the 1932 convention
held in White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, to Dr. Florence Sabin for
outstanding achievement in the field of science. The second medal was
awarded in April, 1933, to Miss Cecelia Beaux, the "grand old lady of
the Arts,"
Mary Nohl Jean Parker Florence Hunsberger Maryruth Mitchell Elisabet Richards
Mary Rose Jarrell Grace Embry Virginia McCall Dorothy Smith Alyce Cleveland
Cfn ©mega
In 1929, Lambda Phi, a local at Rollins, petitioned Chi Omega for a
chapter. The petition was accepted early in 1931, and on January 6 the
Upsilon Beta Chapter was officially installed on the Rollins campus by two
of the national officers.
Six of the seventeen charter members are still in the chapter and
include : Jean Fullington, Betty Lynch and Beth Cutter, all of whom are in
the graduating class ; and Betty Childs, Mona Graessle and Olive Dickson,
of the class of 1934.
The officers for 1932-33 were: President, Thelma VanBuskirk ; Vice-
President, Mona Graessle; Secretary, Virginia McCall; Treasurer, Beth
Cutter
;
Pledge Supervisor, Olive Dickson, and Chapter Correspondent, Betty
Lynch.
Upsilon Beta, as a part of the national policy of encouraging and recog-
nizing "creditable and sincere scholarship" and "a healthy participation in
campus activities," gives annually an award of twenty-five dollars to a
girl in the Upper Division whose scholarship is outstanding, and whose
conduct and participation in campus activities are noteworthy. The award
is presented by a committee composed of Dean Anderson, Dean Bingham,
Mrs. Cass, and two Senior representatives of the fraternity.
Ruth Arrant Ruth Jeanne Bellamy Evaline McNeil Mary Virginia Taylor
Rosamond Carson Kathryne Seaber Elizabeth Hyde Twanet Evans
3&appa glpfja ®f)eta
APPA ALPHA THETA was founded in 1870 at De Pauw University,
Greencastle, Ind. Theta now has sixty-four active chapters in the
United States and Canada and is one of the seven original members
of the National Panhellenic Congress. The last of these sixty-four to be
granted a charter was the Gamma Gamma chapter at Rollins. Upon invita-
tion from Dr. Holt and from interest in the Rollins Plan, the decision to add
the Rollins chapter was made at the national convention of Kappa Alpha
Theta last summer at Estes Park, Colorado, when the charter grant was
made. Colonization, "the modern, scientific method of extension," was
approved as the system to follow. This included opening of a chapter house,
assembling a group which would make a representative Theta chapter,
organizing it, and finally installing it.
Mrs. Yale P>. Huffman of Broken Bow, Nebraska, came to Winter Park,
authorized by grand council to act as general organizer and housemother.
Mrs. Huffman was formerly grand treasurer and later grand president of
Theta. Annajeanne Pendexter, an active Theta from Northwestern Uni-
versity, Mary Katharine Huffman, a pledge from the University of Ne-
Marjorie Hast in Sally Limerick Katharine Rice Nancy Gantt
Virginia Jones Mary Kay Huffman Annajeanne Pendexter Rogene Corey
Happa Ulptja tEtjeta
braska, and Ruth Jeanne Bellamy and Rosamond Carson were the nucleus
of the colonizing group. On bidding day Theta pledged eleven girls. Later
in the year three more pledges were added to the group.
On January 28 at noon the colonizing group was installed as the Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta. Services were held in the chapter
house. Nine chapters through fifty-two representatives, including the
daughter of Founder Alice Allen Brant, Edith Brant Travis, took part in
the ceremonies. Of the grand council Mrs. Purd B. Wright, grand vice-
president, and Miss L. Pearle Green, grand secretary, were present. The
installation luncheon was held at the Winter Park Whistling Kettle. Fes-
tivities closed with a reception and dance at the Winter Park Women's Club
to which the college was invited.
The officers for 1933-34 are: Annajeanne Pendexter, president; Mary
Katharine Huffman, vice-president ; Mary Virginia Taylor, recording secre-
tary; Sally Limerick, corresponding secretary, and Katharine Rice, treas-
urer.
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FACULTY
Apperson, Ellen Victoria Residence Head, Gamma Phi Beta
Cass, Emilie Registrar
Chalmers, Thomas Visiting Professor of History
Clarke, Edwin Leavitt Professor of Sociology
Dougherty, Emelie Sellers Instructor in Piano
Dreier, Theodore Assistant Professor of Physics
Hoyt, Charles Kimball Emeritus Professor of History and Biblical Literature
Knapp, Hila Assistant Professor of Harp and Piano
Leonard, Mary Louise Assistant to the Director of the Conservatory
Meyer, Edward Stockton Professor of Comparative Literature
Oldham, Cecil Rupert Assistant Professor of History
Pfister, Jean Jaques Associate Professor of Art
Ransom, Mary Elizabeth Assistant Instructor in Costume Design
Rice, John Andrew Professor of Classics
Spurr, Josiah Edward Professor of Geology
Stiles, Charles Wardell Professor of Zoology
Wetherell, Constance Assistant Instructor in Physical Education
SENIORS
Hyde, Elizabeth Billings 77 Gates Circle, Buffalo, New York
Mills, Charles Hewlings Clark, Jr 530 Professional Building, Charlotte, N. C.
Moody, Elizabeth Ladd 15 Florence Street, Springfield, Mass.
Rogers, Wava Alene 128 Spruce Avenue, Orlando, Florida
Schutz, Joseph Willard Arlington, Virginia
JUNIORS
Graessle, Mona 304 LaFayette Street, Valparaiso, Indiana
Horowitz, David 222 Columbia Avenue, Passaic, New Jersey
Jones, Mary Elizabeth 1615 Ridgewood Avenue, Orlando, Florida
UPPER DIVISION
Bash, Virginia Ballance 3830 Fulton Street N. W., Washington, D. C.
Welch, Helen Louise South Highlands, Sarasota, Florida
LOWER DIVISION
Belland, Frederick Clark 240 Chase Avenue, Sharon, Pennsylvania
Biscoe, Ann 595 Boylston Street, Newton Centre, Massachusetts
Brown, Edith Brigham Winter Park, Florida
Childs, Clayton Kimball 801 Columbian Avenue, Oak Park, Illinois
Clark, Raymond Appleton 1639 East 115 Street, Cleveland, Ohio
Corey, Rogene Lois 1207 Post Road, Scarsdale, New York
Dailey, Barbara Isabel 7 Lakeville Place, Jamaica Plains, Massachusetts
Dike, Paul Alexander 252 High Street, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dunco'mbe, Frederic Taylor Church Street, Newton, Connecticut
Dunn, Virginia Miriam 229 Midland Avenue, Montclaire, New Jersey
Dwight, Ellsworth Everett, Jr 19 Hobart Road, Summit, New Jersey
Earle, Esther Kendall 301 Fountain Street, Grand Rapids, Michigan
Elliott, Robert Felix Beatrice, Nebraska
Ellis, Dorothy Powers 551 Chestnut Street, Waban, Massachusetts
3 3 V
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Embry, Grace Darling 23 Mentelle Park, Lexington, Kentucky
Enck, Robert 103 Samaritan Road, Ashland, Ohio
Fantus, Ruth 155 North Taylor Avenue, Oak Park, Illinois
Fassett, Leonard Harris Chicago, Illinois
Fletcher, William McClain 5421 Cornell Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Foster, Frank Murray 18 N. W. 17th Court, Miami, Florida
Gantt, Nancy Margaret Scarswold Apartments, Scarsdale, New York
Gleason, Isabelle Lansing Eau Gallie, Florida
Goeller, Charles S 2190 Andrews Avenue, New York, New York
Grand, Anne Marie 2224 East Concord Avenue, Orlando, Florida
Greene, Lucy Madana High Street, Ashland, Massachusetts
Greer, Genevieve Ainichihoyo Davis, Oklahoma
Hall, Jonathan 1 Kendall Greene N. E., Washington, D. C.
Helm, Jane "Old Oaks," Wayzata, Minnesota
Hines, George William 710 Junior Terrace, Chicago, Illinois
Hodgson, Sloat Fassett 851 Clifton Road, Atlanta, Georgia
Horine, Ethyl Smither Orlando, Florida
Howe, Ralph Samuel, Jr 23 Westmoreland Avenue, Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Kallen, Ellen Esther King Street, East Hampton, New York
Kimble, Walter Daumont Box 457, Titusville, Florida
Marsh, Martha Beula R. F. D. No. 1, Avon Park, Florida
Merrill, Isaac Lincoln 826 North Peninsular Drive, Daytona Beach, Florida
Minary, Amelia Scoggan Louisville, Kentucky
Parker, Thaddeus Cornelius, III 836 16th Avenue N. E., St. Petersburg, Florida
Reid, Nancy Carroll 134 West Morehead, Charlotte, North Carolina
Robinson, Charles Clark, Jr 125 Swan Avenue, Webster Groves, Missouri
Sleicher, Ralph Herbert 57 Union Street, Montclair, New Jersey
Sylvester, Sara Natalie 51 East 3rd Street, Jacksonville, Florida
Trowbridge, Mary Rogers 260 Lincoln Street, Englewood, New Jersey
Wenzlich, Doris Ruth 1010 Chestnut Street, St. Louis, Missouri
White, Eleanor Chapman 2222 Delamere Drive, Cleveland, Ohio
White, Mary Elizabeth 702 South Delaware Avenue, Tampa, Florida
Williams, Jay Coler 827 Monroe Avenue, River Forest, Illinois
Worthen, William Hunter 1804 Main Street, Wellsbury, West Virginia
SPECIAL STUDENTS
Connor, Barbara Niles Indian River Ranch, New Smyrna, Florida
Cooney, Carroll Trowbridge, Jr 1301 President Street, Brooklyn, New York
Elliott, Dexter, Jr 235 Sterling Avenue, Thompson, Connecticut
Ganson, George Henry 2916 Fairmont Boulevard, Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Higgins, Anna Elizabeth Truro, Cape Cod, Massachusetts
Jones, Beverly Marshall Boston, Massachusetts
Parriott, Ethel Winnette 518 East Concord Avenue, Orlando, Florida
Siegel, FrAnces Lilyan 408 North Clayton Street, Mt. Dora, Florida
Ward, Clara Benedict Winter Park, Florida
White, Nancy 165 Welbourne Avenue, Winter Park, Florida
Wylie, Dolores Margaret Box 1244, Orlando, Florida
lUbberttSmg
HE TOMOKAN STAFF wishes to
thank all who have helped make
the publication of this annual
possible by advertising during such a
period of financial inconvenience.
We acknowledge our indebtedness and wish
to express our thanks to the following parents
of our students, who have made possible the
publication of this Tomokan
:
Mr. and Mrs. Bastin
Armsby Village
Anchorage, Ky.
Mr. H. L. Christensen
2867 Wooster Road
Rocky River, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Davies
Davies Can Co.
872-882 E. 72d Street
Cleveland, Ohio
Fariss & Fariss, Inc.
sales ford service
Orlando, Florida
Malcolm Green
Georgia B. Green
38 Wordward Street
Newton Highlands, Mass.
Mr. H. I. Goldman
341 E. 19th Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
B. W. Kyner
Grain, Coal, Feed, Oils, and Greases
Bulk Gasoline, Kerosene, Distillate and
Lubricating Oils
Wholesale Produce and Egg Case Material
Wilson, Kansas
Mr. Walter Roberts
11703 Eighty-fifth Avenue
Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Stephan
2903 Weydridge Road
Cleveland, Ohio
Member: Florida Intercollegiate
Press Association
"Terrydell
ROLLINS
TEA HOUSE
Orlando
,
Florida
LAMPS — RADIOS
Anything Electrical for Student's Needs
BENNETT ELECTRIC SHOP
AND
GROVER MORGAN
Watch Repairing, Engraving and Diamond Setting
Swiss Watches a Specialty
THE ROLLINS PRESS
Printers, Engravers, Stationers
College Supplies, Pennants, Pillows, Typewriters,
Books, Die-Stamped Paper
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
Compliments
Serros Fish and Poultry Co.
FRESH SEA FOOD
FRESH DRESSED POULTRY
311 W. Church Street Phone 5762
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
WINTER PARK
Home of Rollins College
"The City of Homes9 '
For information, address
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
The Winter Park Land Company
REALTORS
Developing Lake Forest on Lake Virginia
Selling and Serving Since 1904
In Orlando Over 45 Years
Joseph Bumby Hardware Co.
HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS
Largest Leather Repair Shop in Orange County
Branch Stores:
Winter Park Winter Garden
THE
Southern School of Commerce
Accredited by the American Business College
Association, offers advanced courses in
all business subjects
9 West Pine Street ORLANDO, FLORIDA
Take care of the
MAN INJUE MIRROR, too
Living too long
. .
.
dying too soon
From a financial standpoint, there is
always the danger of a person's either
living loo long, or of his dying too soon.
The Optional Retirement Policy covers
both contingencies. You reach old age
with an assured income, which continues
month hy month even if you pass Ihe
century mark; whereas if your life should
he cut short, the insurance element pro-
vides for your family.
Advantages ofRetirement Income
and Life Insurance combined in
new Equitable policy.
Of course you want to provide for
your dependents, in case anything
happens to you. But what about pro-
viding for yourself in case it doesn't? A
considerable cash sum or a retirement
income at age 65 (or earlier) would
be mighty comforting, wouldn't it?
The Equitable's new OPTIONAL
RETIREMENT POLICY enables you
to take care of everybody concerned,
including the man in the mirror. Fea-
tures of this unusual offer are:
1. Immediate life insurance protection
for your family.
2. At the age you have selected for
retirement, a life income to be paid to
you, or jointly to you and your wife and
two-thirds to the survivor; or
3. At age 65, fully paid up life insur-
ance paying you dividends, also a cash
payment to you of $266 for each 81000
of insurance; or
4. At age 65, payment to you in cash
of the lull face amount of the policy.
THE EQUITABLE
FAIR — JUST
LIFE ASSURANCE
SECURITY — PEACE OF MIND
SEVERIN BOURNE
Representative
Carnegie Hall Winter Park, Fla.
THE BOOKERY
The Haunted Bookshop
252 East Park Avenue, South
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
Don't Forget the
ROLLINS
HANG OUT
Noack and Hall
Cafe
Charlie Noack Shorty Hall
When You Crave Sportswear
Think of
R. C. BAKER, Inc.
"AT THE CORNER, DOWNTOWN"
THE
1933 TOMOKAN
IS BOUND IN A
KINGSKRAFT COVER
TRADE MARK
DESIGNED AND PRODUCED
BY THE
KINGSPORT PRESS, Inc.
Kingspobt, Tennessee
THIS ISSUE OF
IS PRINTED ON
CHAMPION DULLOFOLD FOLDING ENAMEL BOOK
Manufactured partly from Southern Materials by
The Champion Coated Paper Company
HAMILTON, OHIO
End Papers, Baypath Cover—Gold
SOLD IN THIS TERRITORY BY
JACKSONVILLE PAPER COMPANY
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
The All Florida ONE STOP Paper SERVICE House
SOUTHERN
ART
"YEAR
BOOK,
I Sout-hern Art Engraving Co.
j
TAMPA ,FLORIDA i
RECORD COMR&NY, l^OTJEiiS
Shjnl < 4u*/Udiine, Stationers, Court House
^Jlor-Ldw an '* Office Supplies
THE CARE AND SKILL OF EXPERT CRAFTSMEN WAS GIVEN TO THE PRINTING AND BINDING OF THIS 1933
ISSUE OF THE TOMOKAN. ADVERTISING BOOKLETS, STATIONERY AND OTHER PRINTED MATERIAL CONVEY
TO THE RECEIVER A DEFINITE IMPRESSION OF THE SENDER AND OF HIS BUSINESS; SUCH MATERIAL DESERVES
THE HIGH QUALITY OF CREATIVE THOUGHT AND WORKMANSHIP OFFERED BY THIS ORGANIZATION.





